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Abstract
The increasing interest in renewable energy technologies during the last decade has
caused conventional transmission and generation expansion planning methodologies to
be strained and in some cases abandoned. This is due both to the quantity of generator
interconnection requests and the constraints imposed by deregulated energy industry
structures. One technique used to control the influx of renewable generation while
maintaining competitive principles is a Request for Proposals (RFP). However, lack of
transmission planning due to a disconnection between generation and transmission
owners, difficulty in identifying viable projects, and high risk for proponents stand as
obstacles to the goals of an RFP.
This research proposes a procedure which minimizes the effect of these obstacles;
meeting the purchaser requirements for low price and combining conventional planning
concepts with feedback from competitive structures. The general features of the method
include definition of generation limits and study area, expansion plan design,
transmission cost evaluation, optimal selection of requested generation levels, and final
selection of successful proponents. The method is shown to be effective in creating an
RFP where proponents are well-informed and provided with cost certainty to reduce bid
price, buyers are able to determine end costs of their energy, and good expansion
planning principles are maintained. A case study using a real system in New Mexico
demonstrates these concepts.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

Background

1.1.1

The Way Things Were: Conventional Power System Expansion Planning

Traditional generation and transmission planning involved planning horizons extending
as far as 20 years or more. Proposals to build new generation were relatively infrequent
and an interconnection study procedure was designed to accommodate each request. This
procedure involved a request by the generator to interconnect at a given location at a
specified date, and the transmission provider (often also the owner of the generator)
would place the request into a “queue.” Interconnection studies were then performed to
evaluate the merit of the generator, assuming all generation with prior queue status would
be in service.
If new transmission was required to accommodate the new generation, planners
integrated these facilities into their long term plans for network development. The lead
time for new transmission was often shorter or comparable to that of new generation.
1.1.2

A Problem: Transmission Expansion Planning Under Deregulation

This process was not adjusted when deregulation allowed independent power producers
(IPPs), completely separated from the transmission planners, to propose large plants with
in-service dates extending as little as 2 years from their interconnection request. The
simplest approach to dealing with the uncertainty this introduced into the long term
planning horizon was to deal with each interconnection as it came. Each interconnection
was and is often still evaluated assuming all prior queue requests are in service, though
sensitivity analysis is often done to help mitigate risk of projects dropping out of the
queue.
Many North American utilities are beset with a lengthy interconnection queue filled
mainly with wind generation interconnection applications. The sheer volume of
interconnection requests, often located geographically close to one another with
overlapping in-service dates, causes the traditional interconnection procedure to become
1

overwhelmed. Utility engineering resources are often not equipped to handle the study
volume. Further, the inability of the utility to predict which of the generators will
ultimately be built adds an element of uncertainty and can throw the interconnection
study process into a continuing cycle of study and restudy.
1.1.3

A Solution: Request for Proposals

There are many proposed solutions to these problems. Some utilities and load-serving
transmission providers use Requests for Proposals (RFP) as a tool to help control
generation expansion and move past the issues with their clogged interconnection queues.
A traditional RFP is issued by an energy purchaser as a statement of intent to purchase
energy from one or more energy suppliers. It is assumed that competition between
energy suppliers will result in the lowest possible price for energy. However, several
factors present obstacles to the achievement of the goals of controlled expansion and low
price:
Lack of Transmission Planning – Energy suppliers often do not understand, or do not
possess the resources to effectively account for principles of transmission expansion
planning, such as the limits of existing transmission infrastructure, expected load growth,
generation and load balancing, and reliability concerns. Therefore, within their
respective project proposal development processes, there exists limited accounting for
transmission infrastructure costs, or optimal generation placement from a transmission
planning point of view.
Infeasible Projects – The relatively low cost and low effort involved in submitting
proposals can result in projects being proposed which may not be developed to a
sufficient degree. Historically purchasers who issue RFPs are often left with “lowest
price” proposals which may not in fact be feasible, since in some cases the supplier waits
to “win” the RFP before developing their project in earnest and performing required due
diligence. In the case where a project that has been selected is deemed to be infeasible,
the buyer may be required to issue a new RFP or re-open past negotiations.
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High Risk for Generators – If the energy purchaser is not willing to provide sufficient
long term price certainty to the supplier, the supplier must compensate by incorporating
these risks into their proposal price.
This research proposes a new methodology for issuing an RFP such that these obstacles
are reduced or eliminated.

1.2

Objectives

This research accomplishes the following:
1. To present a historical background leading to the current state of the industry, as
well as a summary of the current state of the transmission planning field,
especially relating to renewable energy integration.
2. To present a set of steps that may be followed by an energy purchaser or
transmission provider to ensure a fair and successful RFP. The process has the
following characteristics:
a. Addresses the concerns encountered in typical RFP processes to date,
including a lack of coordination with long term planning goals, infeasible
“low cost” proposals, high risk and cost uncertainty for generators, and
ultimate high costs for the energy purchaser.
b. Produces a well defined transmission expansion planning process using
cluster study principles, ensuring an ultimate build-out which is reliable,
effective, and informed by competitive market participants and other
stakeholders.
c. Presents the overall energy costs to the purchaser, and allows adjustment
of the purchaser’s original intent according to feedback generated
throughout the process, especially with regard to the costs. In other
words, if the amount of energy requested is very expensive, the process
has a mechanism to alter the request size to reduce the costs.
3. To demonstrate the proposed concepts using a case study based on a transmission
system and wind interconnection queue located in Northeast New Mexico.
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1.3

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents background information pertaining to this research. Included in this
chapter is a historical perspective of the field of transmission planning, some general
principles guiding traditional and modern planning, and some recent developments in the
field of transmission planning, especially in response to the difficulties encountered by
planners in the face of deregulation and massive increases in renewable energy
penetration. This chapter concludes with a brief sampling of further literature exploring
these themes, as well as presenting some examples of similar RFP processes and
highlighting the differences between those processes and the one proposed here
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the cluster study process, including a high level flow
diagram illustrating the steps required. The case study used to illustrate the process is
introduced in this chapter.
Chapter 4 describes how to define study parameters for the RFP and cluster study
process, and why this is critical to the planning process. Important parameters include
limiting new generation that may be connected, which usually is less than the amount of
generation available, as well as selecting the study area and good interconnection
locations. This is the most difficult element of the process to do correctly, since it relies
on stakeholder input outside the control of the utility planners. Sub-optimal selection of
these elements could jeopardize the entire RFP procedure.
Chapter 5 presents planning study methodologies, and includes an example application of
these techniques to the case study using real world systems and industrial simulation
tools. In addition, this chapter presents the calculations required to select optimal
transmission expansion alternatives for presentation in the RFP, based on costs.
Chapter 6 deals with the RFP itself, both suggesting elements that must be present, and
highlighting philosophical goals that should guide the request. In the case study example,
proposal bids are evaluated and overall costs to the energy purchaser are compared.

4

Chapter 7 presents challenges that require further exploration and future work that is
recommended.
Chapter 8 contains a list of references used in the course of this research.
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Chapter 2 Background
2.1

Power System Planning Objectives

Broadly stated, the objective of transmission and generation planning is “to provide an
orderly and economic expansion of equipment and facilities to meet the future electrical
demand with an acceptable level of reliability.” [1] It could be added that an additional
objective is to consider non-technical societal impacts alongside the orderly, economic
expansion, such as impact to the environment, cultural sensitivities, regulatory issues,
competitive influences, and other factors. Individual planning objectives vary between
utilities according to that specific utility’s mission and values.
In general, these objectives are common to transmission system planners:
1.

Meet Technical Criteria for Quality of Delivered Power
This includes meeting voltage standards for spread (maximum difference between
highest and lowest delivered voltages), flicker, harmonics, imbalance, etc.

2.

Provide Acceptable Continuity of Service
Maintaining a reliable system requires that continuity of service is provided to the
end customer or load (distribution systems), ensuring that the wider system is
robust and able to remain stable and functional under contingency conditions
(transmission systems), and that the current and future load will be adequately
served (generation systems and transmission systems).

3.

Consider Future Expansion
In order to meet forecasted load growth, transmission expansion must be planned
to accommodate increased generation.

4.

Optimize Economic Benefit
Transmission planners must evaluate the economic impacts of all expansion
planning, meeting reliability requirements in the short and long term to the
highest economic benefit possible.

5.

Meet Non-Engineering Criteria
These criteria include regulatory, political, environmental, aesthetic, and others.

6

2.2

The Effect of Deregulation on Transmission Planning

Electricity transmission regulation developed as a science very early in the 20th century,
structured such that a regulatory body would enforce the rights and responsibilities of
both a power company and its customers. Regulatory bodies placed an “obligation to
serve” on power companies, which required that price discrimination or other preferential
treatment would not occur among customers, and that electricity rates would be
controlled, based on the value of investment plus a fair and reasonable rate of return.
Regulatory bodies also granted monopoly status to the power companies, protecting them
from competitive forces.
Many decades of academic and regulatory effort were spent understanding how best to
deliver power to an expanding population and a growing economy. “Integrated Resource
Planning” and “Least Cost Planning” dominated the philosophical landscape of
regulators, and transmission and generation expanded using strict and carefully
monitored adherence to these philosophies. Under this regulated environment,
transmission and generation expansion planning was based in principle on minimizing
the cost of energy to consumers, while maintaining acceptable quality of delivered power,
by forecasting the demand and expanding the power grid in an optimal fashion. The
financial and reliability costs resulting from failure to meet these goals by the electricity
providers was borne by the energy consumers.
In the 70’s and 80’s, due to rising fuel costs, perceived failures by power companies to
accurately predict demand, and a shifting philosophical landscape favouring competition
as a panacea for economic troubles, pressure increased on regulators to open up
competitive markets that would allow independent generators to compete in order to meet
the current and future demand [2]. Additional pressures were brought to bear by “free
market” lobby groups and cultural forces in the United States which were becoming
stronger in the wake of recent successes enjoyed by telecommunication deregulation
efforts.
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Following the restructuring efforts by the US government under the Energy Policy Act in
1992 [3] and FERC orders 888 and 889 in 1996 [4][5], there began a widespread
separation between transmission providers and power generation companies. Regional
Transmission Organizations (RTOs) were established to operate transmission
infrastructure and administer electricity markets. Regulators allowed transmission
providers to recover expansion costs incurred by the connection of new generation. The
risks associated with poor demand forecasts, rising fuel costs, and other factors shifted
from the consumers to the generating companies and independent power producers.
The effect this restructuring had on transmission planning was dramatic, since the
organizations previously responsible for predicting demand, and planning generation and
transmission expansion to meet that demand were suddenly deprived of control over
where and when generation would be built. Integrated Resource Planning was no longer
strictly possible without this control, and the primary objective of generating companies
changed from minimizing cost to the consumers, to maximizing profit. The transmission
utilities charged with planning the expansion of their respective networks found
themselves faced with increased risk. Optimal expansion strategies that were complex
prior to deregulation became too difficult with the added uncertainties, and were often
abandoned by planners.
There remain regions of North America that are fully or partially regulated in the
traditional sense. Among these are most Canadian provinces, except for Alberta and
Ontario. Although the Mexican system has separate generation and transmission
companies and current restructuring efforts are underway, all companies are state-owned,
and private investment in energy is heavily constrained by the Mexican constitution [6].
In these regulated regions, traditional generation and transmission expansion planning
methods remain in use.
A broad presentation of the State of the Art in relation to transmission expansion
planning, specifically with regard to modeling of the expansion problem, is presented by
in reference [7].
8

2.3

Comparison of Deregulated and Regulated Planning Environments

The overall goals and objectives for planners in regulated and deregulated environments,
while somewhat aligned, differ in their implementations and tend to cause the power
network to grow in different ways.
2.3.1

Regulated Planning Environments

A regulated planning environment will be defined here as an environment in which a
central body directly controls the transmission and generation facilities (either owning the
generation facilities or purchasing the power as the sole buyer), and sells the power to the
load customers.
Characteristics of a regulated environment may include:
-

“Vertically integrated” style of control for the various components of the
utility. This implies a hierarchical structure of component parts within the
company or utility, with a common owner over all parts working towards a
common goal.

-

Lower internal transaction costs, since the various components of the
company share a common owner and goals.

-

Increased control over all aspects of the system produces much lower
uncertainty, and decreases the risk in investment.

-

Regulated environments generally form monopolies, and hence must be
controlled or limited through external regulation to protect consumers.

-

Large nature of integrated or regulated utilities cause an increase in
bureaucratic overhead, resulting in a large “inertia”, or rigid organizational
structure, with an inflexibility that makes it difficult to rapidly respond to
changing socioeconomic or political forces.

-

Generation is prioritized in planning, with the assumption that whatever
transmission is required can be built. Due to the regulatory structure, all
investment costs can be recovered as the consumer rates are controlled
proportionally to costs [8].
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-

May be characterized as “least-cost” planning, which considers the optimal
plan to be the plan that meets present and future load requirements while
minimizing investment costs [9].

-

All data, such as generation plans, required return on investment, existing
network data, demand forecasts, etc, is available to transmission planners [9].

2.3.2

Deregulated Planning Environments

Deregulation of the power system has occurred in many countries over the last few
decades. It was believed that this would ultimately cause electricity prices to fall due to
competition, and new technologies would emerge. A “deregulated” planning
environment is defined here simply as an environment which separates the generation,
distribution, and transmission components of the power system into separate entities.
The generation providers compete with each other in an open market with the goal of
maximizing their profits. Certain constraints, such as reliability, environmental, security,
and economic factors are usually imposed by external regulatory bodies.
Characteristics of a deregulated environment may include:
-

High level of uncertainty for transmission planners due to the lack of control
over planned generation. In other words, at the time transmission
construction commitments needs to be made, future generation may not be
known.

-

Since transmission infrastructure costs money, generators can be motivated to
minimize network investments. Their profits are negatively impacted by
expansion spending, and they are not concerned with meeting future load
growth. In some cases, independent generators are motivated to deliberately
consume all available transmission, giving themselves an advantage over
potential competing market participants.

-

Since transmission becomes a service for the generators, its pricing can be a
major factor in expansion, and a control variable for the efficient use of
transmission.

-

Two main types of transmission planning approaches may be used: The first
is decentralized planning by investors to determine the expansion of the
10

network on a per-project basis, with the fundamental motivations being
normal commercial incentives. The second is a form of centralized planning
which attempts to enhance the overall transmission capability [9].
-

Either by the confidential nature of data in competitive markets, or by conflict
of interest or other regulation, data flow from generators to transmission
providers can be restricted, and flow from transmission providers to
generators can be restricted by market rules and standards of conduct.

-

Due to high risk, capital recovery of investment may be uncertain.

-

Due to strategic influences, electricity prices in deregulated markets can be
significantly higher than in regulated markets [10].

2.4

Conventional Transmission and Distribution Planning Concepts

2.4.1

Short Term Planning Horizon

Short term planning horizons are mainly driven by lead time required for installation of
new equipment, while ensuring that standards and criteria are met in the process of
supplying customer load. It is very project oriented, leading usually to a set of separate
projects each pertaining to a specific need in the system. The short term planning horizon
is dependent on the situation, but would usually be in the 5 year range.
2.4.2

Long Term Planning Horizon

Long term planning is an internal planning step which has an output of a short-term
course of action. Long term planning is beneficial mainly because it allows the short
term decisions to be placed in the context of a minimum cost network designed to meet
long term goals. This type of planning is less concerned with lead time, and more
concerned with ensuring that the decisions together have a low present worth cost.
The long term planning process must also consider the uncertainty involved in planning
far into the future. Ideally, a long term plan will be developed to confront the most likely
eventualities for the system in question. This is called multiple-scenario planning. An
alternative to multi-scenario planning is to develop a single plan which is based on
average or probabilistic models of all the possible combinations of load growth. This is
11

not recommended due to the fact that it often results in poor performance and high cost
[1], not due to the probabilistic nature of the analysis, but due to the inability of this
method to anticipate multiple futures which may differ widely from each other.
2.4.3

Long Term Planning Process Level 1: Spatial Load Forecast

Long term planning in the traditional regulated sense is driven by the assumption that
future loads will increase. This is generally outside the control of the utility, but is
required to make good decisions. Spatial forecasts are usually produced for 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,
10, 15, and 20 years ahead, and for transmission purposes may use higher spatial load
resolutions on the order of 25 square miles. The spatial load forecast sets goals for load
location, amount, type, reliability, and service requirements that the future system must
meet, and should be consistent with corporate planning, which projects sales and
revenues for the utility.
2.4.4

Long Term Planning Process Level 2: Transmission Planning

The high voltage transmission grid planning component is done in conjunction with the
generation plan, and is often coordinated using a power pool or system operator. The
goals for high voltage transmission planning are less concerned with individual customer
demand, and more concerned with stability of the system as a whole, and freedom for
generation dispatch. The spatial load forecast that has been developed is used by
distribution and substation planners, who in turn provide lumped substation load
information to the transmission planners.
The inputs to the transmission planning process are: corporate rate and revenue forecasts,
corporate goals, guidelines and criteria, and the generation/power pool plan. The output
of the transmission planning process is the list of authorized short range projects and a
forecast of long range projects.
2.4.5

Additional Planning Process Levels: Substation and Distribution Planning

Substation planning provides the interface between transmission and distribution
planning, and is mainly a subset of distribution planning.
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2.4.6

Interconnection Queue

Many North American utilities have for many years used an interconnection queue that
consists of a list of generators and loads which are requesting interconnection to the main
grid. Traditional study procedures dictate that each subsequent interconnection request
assumes previous interconnection applications are in service ahead of them. Following
these procedures with many concurrent wind generators creates a large risk that when one
of the generators in the queue is removed for any reason, subsequent studies become
invalid, creating additional study burden on the utility engineering resources by forcing
study iterations or complete re-studies.
2.4.7

Deterministic Reliability Criteria

The type of criteria used to evaluate the reliability of a transmission plan or existing
transmission system are common across much of the world. “Deterministic” implies a set
of defined parameters or rules with no randomness or probabilistic attributes. Another
way to state this could be that every element in the transmission network is assigned an
equal probability of failure, and probability of failure is consequently ignored (although
some level of probability may be used to differentiate severity of different event groups).
An example set of rules used for many years was prescribed by the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) [17]. These rules include standards for resource
and demand balancing, communications, critical infrastructure protection, emergency
preparedness, maintenance, interchange scheduling, and interconnection reliability,
transmission planning, and many others. Their “Transmission Planning” standards in
particular are often referred to as “deterministic reliability criteria”, and include the
following general principles:
-

When all facilities are in service (no contingencies), the system must operate
stably, thermal and voltage limits must be within ratings, and there must be no
cascading outages or curtailment of firm transfers.

-

When an event occurs resulting in the loss of a single element (such as a
transmission line or generator), the system must operate stably, thermal and
voltage limits must be within ratings, and there must be no cascading outages
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or curtailment of firm transfers. This criteria is commonly referred to as the
“N-1” criteria, where any one out of N total elements may be suddenly lost
with no adverse effects on network safety or reliability.
-

When an event occurs resulting in the loss of two or more elements, all limits
must still be respected, stability must be maintained with no cascading
outages, but firm transfers may be curtailed in a controlled fashion.

-

For very severe catastrophic events (such as the loss of a substation or all the
lines on a right of way), NERC proscribes careful (inter-regional if necessary)
study and evaluation of risk and consequences.

The NERC rules are currently under review, and these deterministic criteria will soon be
refined and expanded upon [18], but the essence of what they are trying to accomplish
will remain the same.
2.4.8

Probabilistic Reliability Evaluation

Deterministic Planning, and more specifically the use of N-1 and similar criteria to
benchmark reliability, has a few weaknesses [19]. First, the consequences of failure are
analyzed, but their probabilities are usually ignored. Secondly, multiple component
failures (and associated probabilities) are excluded from consideration. In other words,
even a very severe outage is inconsequential if it is so unlikely it can be ignored.
Conversely, a mildly severe outage can become problematic if it occurs regularly.
Probabilistic planning attempts to use probabilistic reliability assessment to identify the
risk levels associated with traditional deterministic methods. Reference [20] presents an
example of how various expansion plans may be evaluated using arbitrary and individual
probabilistic reliability criteria at each bus in the system. Although probabilistic planning
techniques are not widely adopted in practice, the theoretical concepts are mature, and
interest in developing this expertise within transmission utilities has been increasing.
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2.5

Recent Transmission and Distribution Planning Concepts

2.5.1

“Extent of Use” Cost Allocation Methods

The following represents a high level survey of various transmission cost allocation
methodologies currently in use or under industry examination. The principle source for
this list is Shahidehpour et al. [11].
Postage Stamp Rate Method: This method allocates charges to a specific transmission
user based on the average embedded cost of all the area transmission facilities and the
amount of power the user desires to transmit. Features are: useful for allocating fixed
transmission costs among firm transmission users, charges are independent of
transmission distance or actual loading caused by transaction, and there are no powerflow
calculations required.
Contract Path Method: This method assigns transmission use to transmission paths that
may disregard the actual electron flows. Postage stamp rate methods are then applied.
MW-Mile Method (Line by Line Method): Costs are calculated by calculating
incremental power flows on every line, and multiplying the number of new MW flowing
on each line by the length of the lines. A dollar per MW-mile is assigned, and the costs
are determined. Features are: allocation of charges based on actual usage, requires DC
powerflow, and guarantees full recovery of transmission costs.
Unused Transmission Capacity Method: This method attempts to recover costs by
proportionally sharing the entire cost of the line among the users based on their
transmission use, but regardless of whether the line is being used to capacity. Features
are: recovery of all costs, may not be equitable to those with a small use of an
underutilized facility, does not motivate efficient use of transmission system.
MVA-Mile Method: AC powerflow is used to calculate both real and reactive power flow
contributed by a transaction, and applying MW-mile concepts for obtaining a price.
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Counter Flow Method: This method argues that only transactions adding to the net flow
on a transmission line should be charged, and if power is “backed off” on a line, that
should be credited. This may be difficult to keep track of and arrange payments in
practice, but does provide motivation for optimal placement of generation with respect to
transmission.
Distribution Factor Methods: These methods provide efficient ways of determining
transmission usage for use in MW-mile calculations. Types of distribution factors are
Generation Shift Distribution Factors (GSDF), Generalized Generator Distribution
Factors (GGDF), and Generalized Load Distribution Factors (GLDF). GSDF methods
use DC powerflow techniques to calculate the incremental use on a transmission line due
to some change in generation or load dispatch. The second two types of distribution
factors are based on the total use of the transmission line rather than just the incremental
use.
For example, Dl,r (GGDF) is the fraction of power flowing on a line l due to the
reference bus in the system:
𝐷, =

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑜𝑛 𝑎 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

(2.1)

Dl,i is the fraction of power flowing on line l due to generator i and is calculated as:
𝐷,
= 𝐷 , + 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑛 𝑎 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟

(2.2)

The total power flowing on line l due to total generation in the system, Flowl is obtained
by:
𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐷 , ∗ 𝐺

The Midwest ISO (MISO) uses DF methods, as follows [39]:
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(2.3)

“The Network Upgrades cost for a Group Study will be allocated based on the MW
impact from each project on the constrained facilities in the base case. With all Group
Study projects in the base case, all thermal constraints will be identified and a distribution
factor from each project on each constraint will be obtained. Finally, the cost will be
allocated based on the pro rata share of the MW contribution on all constraints from each
project.”
This principle is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - MISO Cost Allocation Table Based on Distribution Factor Methods [39]
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Bialek’s and Kirschen’s Tracing Methods: These tracing methods are sophisticated
distribution factor methods which are capable of accounting for actual transmission usage
of a particular energy transaction.
The principle behind Bialek’s method is that of proportional sharing [11][12]. It
recognizes that all power flows out of a node may be defined in terms of the flows into a
node; that nodal inflows are shared proportionately between nodal outflows. Using
Bialek’s tracing algorithm, it is possible to determine what portion of each load in the
system is supplied by each generator. And what portion of power flow on each line is
created by each generator and load transaction. The method can equally well handle AC
or DC powerflows (real and reactive power), and may be adapted to assign losses to
generation or load.
Kirschen’s tracing method is similar in underlying principle (proportional sharing), and in
outcome (determination of generator/load contributions to line flows), but differs in
approach, relying instead on a recursive algorithm working on a system of domains,
commons, and links [11][13].
The principle weakness (aside from moderate complexity) of both Bialek and Kirschen’s
methods is that the computation done to determine line usage is dependent on operational
conditions, and does change as the power flow in the network changes. As well, inherent
in each of the two algorithms are assumptions which can cause the transmission usage by
a particular generator to be zero. However, both of these methods may be extremely
useful in fairly allocating transmission costs to the true users of the network.
2.5.2

Marginal Network Cost Allocation Methods

Reference [14] describes comparative analysis of 3 network cost allocation methods,
differing from the “extent of use” type methods described above, and used mainly for
determining the complementary charge necessary to recover the transmission costs not
accounted for by strict marginal transmission pricing. Note that marginal network
revenues are defined as:
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𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 =

𝑝 (𝑑 −𝑔 )

(2.4)

where p is price, d is demand, and g is the generation at a given node k. Hence the
complementary charge for line l is equal to:
(2.5)

𝐶𝐶 = max {𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑁𝑅 , 0}

where NR is the marginal annual revenue of line l.
Marginal Participation Factors: The complementary charge is allocated according to
“extent of use”. The incremental use of each corridor by a particular generator or load is
calculated as a yearly usage index (using a 1MW incremental injection) for every
scenario over the course of one year. It is critical that the system generation dispatch
responds optimally when load or generation is increased when using this method. This
method may be applied either to a corridor/path or to an individual line.
𝑈

=

𝐹

− |𝐹 | × 𝑃

×𝐷

[𝑀𝑊 ℎ]

(2.6)

where:
𝐹

represents the power flow of corridor c at scenario e

𝐹

represents the power flow of corridor c when the consumption or

generation of agent k at scenario e is increased by 1MW
𝑃

represents the power consumed or generated by agent k

𝐷

represents the duration of scenario e

𝑈

represents the usage factor of agent k over corridor c

The marginal participation factor of agent k over corridor c is:
𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡

=

𝑈
∑ 𝑈
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(2.7)

Mean Participation Factors: Mean participation factors attempt to assign the
participation factors to each agent by splitting optimal power flows on corridors or lines
according to simple proportionality. This method is simpler, but is more arbitrary due to
its simplification of the electrical network to a “water-pipe” analogy.
Benefit Factors: The main criterion used when assigning complementary charges using
benefit factors is the benefit that each network element provides to each agent. It is
computationally intensive, and requires simulation over one year with the corridor in
service, and again without the corridor in service, and then the calculation of a
participation factor using the incremental benefit provided to the agent (revenue for
generator and reduction in energy prices for consumers).
𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡

=

𝐵
∑ 𝐵

[𝐵

> 0]

(2.8)

where:
𝐵

represents the benefit of agent k resulting from corridor c

The acknowledged problems with this method are potential for ambiguity in relation to
what constitutes “benefits”. As well, the method only works for the addition of new
lines.
The advantages and disadvantages of each of these three methods are summarized in [14]
with the authors concluding that the benefit method is the best for reasons of providing
correct economic signals for all agents, being based on sound economic and physical
principles, and lowest amount of required data.
2.5.3

Centralized Deregulated Transmission Planning Methods

Even though deregulation has placed the specifics of generation expansion (and in some
cases transmission expansion) in the hands of private industry, there remains room for
regulators to supervise the process. The extent to which this is done can determine the
optimality of the resulting expansion, and if carefully done can provide a fair market
environment.
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Reference [8] proposes a planning process or decision making procedure which allows
robust plans to be created in the face of uncertainty, such as that which is presented in a
deregulated transmission environment. This method was implemented on a large
expansion planning study encompassing six Central American countries, with a large
degree of uncertainty involved. The procedure is summarized as follows:
1. Problem formulation – Problem formulation involves identification of the
available options, the uncertainties involved, and a set of quantifiable attributes
which reflect the main stakeholder objectives to be fulfilled.
2. Simulation to measure Attributes – One of the primary attributes used was the
strength of the system, which may be best measured using transfer capability.
Other attributes could be construction costs, fuel cost, reliability, emissions, return
on equity, ground level concentrations of pollutants, all of which may be
measured using simulation or calculation tools.
3. Decision Analysis: Risk and Robustness – Risk may be measured in several ways,
but in this context it was quantified using exposure. Exposure was explained as
follows: How great is the regret (regret being defined as the difference between
the value of an attribute for a given plan and the value of that attribute for the
optimal plan) when a particular plan is chosen, and an adverse “future”, or set of
outcomes for that plan occurs? What are the futures that are adverse, and what is
the probability that those futures could occur?
A plan is considered robust if the regret is zero for a particular plan for all futures (ie. The
plan is optimal). If there is no robust plan, a choice must be made between the available
plans. A plan may be chosen based on a number of strategies: Minimizing maximum
regret, minimizing average regret, maximizes maximum benefit, or others depending on
risk tolerance.
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A different procedure for dealing with the uncertainty associated with a deregulated
environment is presented in reference [12]. It has been applied to major transmission
expansion in Brazil, and this could be a very useful general procedure, or at least starting
place, for transmission planners searching for fair ways to expand their networks in the
face of uncertain costs and (especially) generation expansion. The steps applied are
summarized as follows (the procedure summarized here is further generalized from the
specific Brazilian case presented):
1.

Design a reference system based on traditional or best information available.

2.

Estimate costs of proposed reference system.

3.

Simulate the allocation of expansion costs to all the generators included in the
reference plan. Estimate transmission tariffs to be assigned to each generator
interested in connecting.

4.

Provide transmission cost allocation estimate to each candidate generator, and
request proposals for interconnection contracts, or carry out an auction for
new generation contracts.

5.

Given results of the auction or RFP, construct a new transmission expansion
plan. The costs of this expansion plan will be the actual costs. In Brazil, the
transmission expansion was also placed up for auction, resulting in a huge
growth in private transmission providers.

6.

The difference between the actual costs and the estimated costs are absorbed
by the consumers, or put into the “rate base” of the transmission utility.

It is noted in [10] that it must be possible to quantify the benefits associated with the
reference plan as well as the costs associated with the expansion, so that any proposed
expansion plan by transmission companies may be compared in a fair way.
2.5.4

Project-Based Deregulated Transmission Planning Methods

The uncertainty associated with deregulation has caused some utilities or transmission
authorities to revert to a simple form of planning which essentially neglects the long term
or horizon plan, and focuses on the generation that requires immediate interconnection.
Assuming that reliability standards have been adhered to in a rigorous fashion throughout
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the process, the danger of this approach involves the risk of a long term expansion which
is sub-optimal.
In general, this type of planning can be treated as an aspect of short-term transmission
planning, unconcerned with the timeline of circuit installation, but concerned with the
optimization of a single new expansion. This is a part of all transmission planning
strategies (in the form of interconnection studies) to determine compliance with a
reliability criteria, but in some cases becomes the primary planning strategy, especially
where the utility or transmission provider is unable to, or uncertain how to deal with
uncertainty involved in long term planning under deregulation. The problem is especially
difficult in areas where large wind resources exist, and many wind developers are
proposing to build wind generator facilities within a relatively short time.
2.5.5

Large Scale Wind Integration Studies

In recent years, several very large planning studies have been undertaken, spanning the
entire eastern interconnection, western interconnection, and Texas, and including input
from stakeholders representing all aspects and regions of the transmission system as
technical review committees [21] - [24]. Common elements from these studies include:
1. Stakeholder input from wind developers, RTO/ISO planners, NERC, and other
stakeholders to ensure the relevance of results.
2. Proposals for large scale transmission enhancements, including 765kV AC lines
and HVDC ties. In general, it is presumed that a more robust connection between
control areas will increase wind penetration capability, especially in the Midwest
where vast renewable resources exist with minimal load. In these cases, cost of
transmission is assumed to be cheaper than curtailment or energy storage.
3. Studies correlating wind resource with market price differentials to optimize
transmission expansion (capacity factor plays a role here).
4. Varying levels of overall wind penetration for various forecast years, along with
economic feasibility analysis.
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These studies are important for providing federal regulators with the technical planning
background needed to drive their renewable energy policies.
2.5.6

Competitive Renewable Energy Zones (CREZ)

Several states in the US have issued policies which allow transmission providers to build
transmission ahead of renewable generation, passing the planning risk forward to ratepayers. An example of this type of policy is Senate Bill 20 passed by the Texas State
Legislature in 2005, which allows the creation of designated high resource areas (called
Competitive Renewable Energy Zones (CREZ) and supporting high capacity
transmission corridors to these areas [21]. Among other requirements, the Bill had the
following requirements for the Texas Public Utilities Commission (PUCT):
The commission, after consultation with each appropriate independent organization,
electric reliability council, or regional transmission organization: (1) shall designate
competitive renewable energy zones throughout this state in areas in which renewable
energy resources and suitable land areas are sufficient to develop generating capacity
from renewable energy technologies where sufficient; (2) shall develop a plan to
construct transmission capacity necessary to deliver to electric customers, in a manner
that is most beneficial and cost-effective to the customers, the electric output from
renewable energy technologies in the competitive renewable energy zones;
These policies have been effective in interconnecting large wind resource areas to load
areas in a coordinated and well-planned fashion. Other examples of CREZ type initiatives
include SB-07-100 (State of Colorado) [25], and FERC order 119 FERC 61,061 for the
California ISO.

2.6

Request for Proposals

A further method to introduce large amounts of wind into a deregulated or regulated
planning environment is to issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) for energy. This has
been popular in recent years as a way to choose the most economic projects from among
many applicants. A more detailed discussion of RFP philosophy, as well as a comparison
between existing methods and the method proposed here is shown in Section 6.6.
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2.7

Additional Background Literature

A broad survey of power system planning basic concepts, including a comprehensive
reference list, is available as a reading course report in reference [27], and a primary text
for power systems planning basic theory is reference [28]. A literature survey showing
many recent publications on the topic of transmission planning, along with classification
of papers is found in reference [29]. Several source papers on planning using
probabilistic reliability criteria are references [30] and [31]. A discussion of the problem
of transmission being built before wind generation is available is shown in reference [32],
and a discussion of the interconnection concerns associated with wind generation is
reference [33]. Reference [34] highlights some challenges faced by ERCOT in planning
under a deregulated environment. References [35] and [36] present a very interesting
history of transmission and generation regulation and deregulation in North America.
Reference [37] compares different transmission cost allocation methods, with reference
[38] exploring marginal pricing in more depth with a view to examine cost recovery.
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Chapter 3 Overview of Cluster Study Approach
3.1

Objective

The objective in defining a cluster study methodology is to define a process which
planners or transmission authorities may follow in obtaining wind energy from multiple
generation providers in a fair and economical way, adhering to transmission planning
principles of reliable power delivery in a sustainable fashion. The process shown here
represents discrete steps which may be used together or separate as an aid to planners
tasked with designing an RFP to this end.

3.2

Summary of Cluster Study and RFP Process

The flow diagram shown in Figure 2 graphically illustrates the proposed process. Each
element of the flow diagram is described briefly in the following sections, and elaborated
on fully in the remaining chapters along with example applications based on a case study.
3.2.1

Step 1 – Define Generation Limits

Determine the maximum amount of total wind or other renewable energy sources for
consideration, based on forecasted load data, maximum total system renewable energy
penetration, and other area specific bounds on project acceptance into the cluster study.
3.2.2

Step 2 – Define Interconnection Locations and Study Area

Propose a study region based on interconnection requests, stakeholder meetings, and
available geographical wind data. The acceptable size of the region will be dependent on
the maximum total amount of wind generation acceptable. The final definition of the
interconnection locations should be a specific point on the existing or planned
transmission system, and any deviation from this point by a proposed project should
consider the costs required to reach this point. On a case by case basis, it may be
determined by planners that proposed interconnection locations are not substantially
different from the locations defined by them.
This step will require significant judgement on the part of the planner, and considerable
up-front study effort. In particular, the allocation of wind between interconnection
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locations should be chosen carefully such that the best wind resource is used to the fullest
extent, so as to avoid issuing iterations of the request for proposal.
3.2.3

Step 3 – Create Transmission Expansion Plans for all Levels of Generation

Create transmission expansion alternatives at varying levels of wind, such that any
amount of wind may be connected up to the maximum determined in Step 1. For
example, one expansion plan may be created to connect a small amount of wind, another
to connect more wind, and another to connect the maximum amount of wind. Each
alternative expansion plan must satisfy the traditional deterministic reliability criteria.

1. Define Max Renewable Energy Integration
possible
2. Define Interconnection
Locations

3. Create Transmission Expansion
plans for all levels of wind

4. Determine Cost of Required Transmission
upgrades for all levels of wind (distinguished
by “cost breakpoints”)

5. Calculate total transmission costs per MW in terms of a fixed
price for energy over 20 years, including probable transmission
service tariffs, O&M, and losses.

6. Select estimated optimal amounts of wind based on
transmission capital cost “breakpoints”.

7. Issue RFP
Issue RFP including disclosure of the expected optimal
amounts of wind, broken down by interconnection location.
Request 20 year fixed energy price proposals that exclude
transmission costs (including only the required profit, expected
capital recovery costs and operating costs). Require strict
project viability checks and firm commitment.

Figure 2 - Process Flow Diagram - Part A
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Following receipt of competitive bids, it may
become evident that the sharing of the “max
wind” between the selected interconnection
locations has been allocated poorly. At this
point, the process may be re-computed, and the
RFP re-issued. This is not desirable, since it
forces proponents to submit more than one
serious application. In addition, between
iterations bids may change. It is preferable to
include all relevant stakeholders in step 2 and
not iterate.

8. Select Proposals
Select lowest cost wind projects up to but not exceeding the highest
expected optimal amount of installed wind. Proposals not
demonstrating firm commitment and clear viability should be
excluded.

9. Calculate Energy Cost to Buyer
Transmission costs determined in Step 5 are added to the
combined selected proposal prices to determine total
energy costs per MW for the buyer for all projects.

Energy Price too

NO

high for Buyer?

YES
10B. Proceed with project and grant 20
year fixed price PPAs to proponents
selected in step 9.

10A. Reject this “breakpoint” and choose
next expected optimal transmission cost
“breakpoint” at lower wind amount

Figure 3 - Process Flow Diagram - Part B
3.2.4

Step 4 – Determine Transmission Capital Costs for all Expansion Plans

As the amount of interconnected wind increases, the cost of the transmission facilities
required to accommodate the wind will generally increase in a step-wise fashion (see
example in Figure 4). Each new “step” represents a new transmission expansion
alternative, determined to be optimal for that range of interconnected generation, based
on traditional planning methodologies, or using available optimization tools. The width
of each “step” represents the amount of wind that may be interconnected before the plan
must be abandoned for a more expensive plan. (For example, a new transmission line
may accommodate anywhere from 100 MW to 200 MW of new wind) The height of
each step represents the cost for that alternative.
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Costs for Transmission Expansion for Each Wind Interconnection Amount
Total
Expansion
Costs
Alt. 5

Alt. 3

Alt. 2

Alt. 1

MW Total
Maximum
Possible Wind in

New Wind
Generation

Study Area

Figure 4 - Costs for Example Transmission Expansion for Varying Wind Amounts
3.2.5

Step 5 – Calculate Total Transmission Costs per MW

Transmission costs must be calculated on a “per MW” basis for the entire range of
possible wind capacity. Costs include initial capital costs for lines, substations, and
associated support equipment (all of which are calculated in Step 4), as well as
continuing costs such as operation and maintenance, tariffs, and losses. This will result
in a stepped chart as described in Step 4.
3.2.6

Step 6 – Select Optimal Amounts of Wind

Step 5 and Step 6 are closely linked. Based on the chart produced in Steps 4 and 5, clear
ranges for optimal use of the transmission should emerge. These will tend to use the new
network upgrades to near their capacity.
3.2.7

Step 7 – Request for Proposals

Issue the RFP including disclosure of the expected optimal amounts of wind, broken
down by interconnection location. Request 20 year fixed energy price proposals that
exclude transmission costs (including only the required profit, expected capital recovery
costs and operating costs). Require strict project viability checks and firm commitment.
Disclosure of pre-determined estimated optimal amounts of wind allows proponents to
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size their projects appropriately. Very large projects may be excluded if an optimal
breakpoint with little total wind is chosen.
Queue priority in the cluster study will be abandoned, and all cluster participants will be
treated equally. This is to avoid the incentive for applicants with poor queue position to
deliberately opt out of the study in order to be “bumped up” in front of the cluster study.
The only purpose for the queue would be to help evaluate the best interconnection
locations, although it may be used as an additional sorting criterion if needed.
3.2.8

Step 8 – Select Successful Proposals

Select lowest cost wind projects up to but not exceeding the highest expected optimal
amount of installed wind. Proposals not demonstrating firm commitment and clear
viability should be excluded. It will be unlikely that the size of the combined lowest
price proposals will exactly match the expected optimal amount of wind. This will
require some judgement on the part of the transmission planner.
Following receipt of competitive bids, it may become evident that the sharing of the
“max wind” between the selected interconnection locations has been allocated poorly. At
this point, the process may be re-computed, and the RFP re-issued. This is not desirable,
since it forces proponents to submit more than one serious application. In addition,
between iterations bids may change. It is preferable to include all relevant stakeholders
in step 2 and not iterate.
3.2.9

Step 9 – Calculate Total Energy Costs to Buyer

Transmission costs determined in Step 5 are added to the combined selected proposal
prices to determine total energy costs per MW for the buyer for all projects. This cost
will be the long-term marginal cost of generation, and will fully recover all costs of
transmission infrastructure.
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3.2.10 Step 10A – Plan Rejection and Re-evaluation of Proposals
If the total energy costs for the breakpoint with the highest amount of wind proves to be
too high, this “breakpoint” should be rejected and the next largest optimal transmission
cost “breakpoint” at lower wind amount selected. Step 9 is then repeated.
3.2.11 Step 10B – Plan Acceptance and Implementation
If total energy costs for the “optimal breakpoint” are acceptable to the purchaser, the plan
is implemented and formal studies are undertaken. 20 year fixed price PPAs are granted
to the applicants selected in step 8, and differences in cost between implementing the
final plan and the proposed costs may be absorbed by the utility. This provides a high
level of certainty for the participants, thus stimulating study participation.

3.3

Introduction to Case Study

To clearly illustrate all concepts in the aforementioned steps, a case study will be used.
The case study uses a large area in Southeast Colorado and Northeast New Mexico
(Figure 5). This area is known to have very good wind resources, and due to the sparse
population the transmission grid is very weak (weak in the sense of low short circuit
capacity, far distance to inertia providing generation, large induction loads, and radial
configurations). The Tri-State OAIT OASIS interconnection request queue listed 57
active interconnection requests for this area as of September 1, 2008, with requested
generation interconnection capacity totalling several times the historic peak area load.
This condition is representative of many locations in the US, and presents a suitable
example of a system in need of creative planning in order to add significant wind
resource in a reliable and economic fashion.
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Figure 5 – Combined Wind Resource and Transmission Map for Case Study Area
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Chapter 4 Defining Study Parameters
4.1

Generation Limits

The first task for any planning endeavour is to determine the need for generation,
traditionally analyzed in a resource adequacy study. Conventional planning methodology
assesses projected regional load growth and ensures that sufficient generation capacity
will be in service at the required future time to meet the load.
From a purely physical point of view, if the capacity of all the interconnection requests
exceeds forecasted peak load, it will be impossible to interconnect them all and operate
them at their capacity simultaneously. Therefore it is crucial to select a limit for the total
generation to be interconnected. This should be based on large regional requirements
(state or inter-state), considering all feasible load centers and power delivery points. The
maximum amount of wind generation should be examined to quantify system impact on
neighbouring regions or ties. Additionally, the amount should be reasonable from the
standpoint of deliverability, especially given the “non-firm” nature of wind resources.
Total penetration of variable resources cannot be unlimited, and current industry rules-ofthumb indicate that wind providing 20% of peak load may be a practical limit, though
any such high levels incorporated into real systems must overcome significant challenges
and often are required to rely heavily on ties to neighbouring systems (eg. Denmark,
Gotland [40]).
The result of this stage of work must be a maximum total generation level, and clear
point of delivery locations for the entire amount of generation.

4.2

Generation Limits – Case Study

For our case study, the point of delivery is assumed to be flexible, but generally west to
the San Juan, Four Corners area for export to California and Arizona markets, southwest
to the Albuquerque area, and north to the Denver area load.
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The Public Service of Colorado (PSCo) is a utility which is responsible for serving the
Denver area load. PSCo’s total peak load was slightly less than 8000 MW for 2008 [15].
Public Service of New Mexico (PNM) projects their peak load at something less than
2500 MW for 2012 [16]. It is unknown by the author how much power may be
realistically exported to the west from the Four Corners/San Juan/Shiprock regions in
addition to the capacity already used up, but for the purpose of this analysis we will
assume the incremental value is approximately 500 MW.
The case study will only consider wind in the vicinity of areas marked 1 and 2 on the map
in Figure 5. Since we must assume that there are other study areas which require new
generation to be accommodated in addition to areas 1 and 2 (Reference areas 3 and 4 in
Figure 5), we will assume an optimistic value of 10% penetration for serving existing
load (half of the 20% rule of thumb number, assuming other renewable integration efforts
are simultaneously considered by other processes), and all of the available export
capacity. This yields a total amount of 800 MW to the PSCO region, 250 MW to the
PNM load, and 500 MW of export, for a combined generation level of 1550 MW of
power. This is the “maximum total wind” for the purpose of this example, and the
dispatch schedule for creating and modifying power flow models. These totals are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 – Case Study: Generation Limits Based on Points of Delivery
Amount of Generation Displaced
(Total of 1550 MW)
800 MW
250 MW
500 MW

4.3

Location of Displaced Generation
PSCO/Denver Load Area
PNM Load
Export West from San Juan

Study Area Selection and Interconnection Locations

Selection of study area and interconnection locations is simultaneously the most
important and most difficult step in this process. In a purely deregulated environment,
the selection of the interconnection location and size of the generator must be left
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completely up to the competitive process. It is at this stage where some of that control
must be removed from the “free market” and returned to the regulating body or
transmission companies. Consequently, care must be taken to ensure that input is
considered from all stakeholders, including land owners, environmental groups,
geographical wind data, location of existing transmission, and a host of other factors.
There has been good work already done on this subject, implemented as Renewable
Energy Zones and similar initiatives (Refer to chapter 2.5.6). One tool that may be of
additional use in selecting interconnection points is the existing interconnection queue. If
the existing interconnection requests are superimposed on a wind resource map along
with transmission, common locations often emerge. For this task, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) tools would be of great assistance.
The end result of this stage of work is a preliminary set of clearly defined interconnection
locations, subject to change following the expansion plan design.

4.4

Interconnection Locations – Case Study

The Tri-State OAIT OASIS interconnection request queue listed 57 active and valid
(considered real by transmission authority) interconnection requests as of September 1,
2008. This is used as the reference queue. There are 11 active requests in the vicinity of
the 230 kV transmission line connecting Walsenburg substation in Colorado with
Gladstone substation in New Mexico which were selected for consideration. These are
shown in order of request date in Figure 6 on page 37 as areas 1 and 2, and are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2 – Case Study: Reference Interconnection Queue in Study Area
Relative
Queue Reference #
Order
1
TI-04-1214
2
TI-06-0828
3
TI-07-0222
4
TI-07-0301
5
TI-07-0305
6
TI-07-0510
7
TI-07-0611B
8
TI-07-0816
9
TI-08-0103
10
TI-08-0403
11
TI-08-0515
Total Generation in Group
Total generation limited
proportionally by Max Wind

Amount and Type of
Generation (Group 1)
120 MW Wind
300 MW Wind
50 MW Wind
500 MW Wind

Amount and Type of
Generation (Group 2)

250 MW Wind
120 MW Wind
300 MW CT
200 MW Wind
210 MW Wind
200 MW Wind
200 MW Wind
1490 MW

960 MW

940 MW

610 MW

These two areas are distinct from an interconnection impact perspective, but not
separated enough geographically to assume they do not electrically impact one another.
From Figure 6, it is also possible to see how a high wind resource area near existing
transmission attracts interest from wind developers. All in service dates are assumed to
be “as soon as possible”, given that usually transmission infrastructure schedules lag
behind generator plant construction schedules.
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2

5 – 250

9 – 210 MW
7 – 300
10 – 200 MW

6 – 120

1

2 – 300
4 – 500
Springer
8 – 200
3 – 52 MW
Gladstone
11 – 200 MW
1 – 120

IR in study
IR studies complete

Figure 6 – Case Study: Interconnection Queue on Transmission/Wind Map

For the case study, proponents may select between two interconnection locations based
on interconnection request density in the reference queue. The first interconnection
location is at the Gladstone 230 kV substation, roughly central to “Group 1” shown in
Figure 6. The second location is at the Walsenburg 230 kV substation, roughly central to
“Group 2” shown in Figure 6.
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Chapter 5 Expansion Plan Design
5.1

Expansion Plan Process and Methodology

Expansion planning is a wide field of expertise, highly dependent on regional regulatory
environments. This chapter focuses primarily on the engineering and study components
of the process. Chapter 2 presents some philosophical and contextual background to set
up the technical study aspects presented here.
In order to fulfill the deterministic reliability criteria discussed in Section 2.4.7, a
decision tree such as that shown in Figure 7 through Figure 10 may be used. This
decision tree is a partial result of study work done for EPRI [41]. The use of this decision
tree is illustrated for a generation interconnection type of planning exercise. It is critical
to note that at all points, engineering judgement presides and is crucial in making this
process efficient and effective.
1. Select analysis tool – (Refer to Figure 7) In general, unless specific conditions
determine the need for higher levels of study detail such as electromagnetic
transient type studies (eg. PSCAD/EMTDC [42]), PSS/E or similar conventional
powerflow and transient stability tools are adequate at this stage.
2. Obtain data – Data requirements for this study include:
a. Network data (steady state & dynamic)
b. Detailed study area boundary and load or sink locations
c. Manufacturer specific generator plant models
d. Known trouble conditions or contingencies which will stress the system
e. Detailed deterministic reliability criteria for the area being considered
3. Develop models – (Refer to Figure 8) Contingency processing tools and complete
“before and after” steady state and dynamic models must be created and
configured to automatically identify thermal, steady state voltage, voltage delta,
loadability, and stability issues.
4. Identify concerns – (Refer to Figure 9 and Figure 10) Depending on the nature of
the issues encountered, various mitigation alternatives may be implemented to
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handle problems which arise. In the case of massive amounts of generation being
added, it is not possible to avoid construction of new transmission lines, but
additional measures may be implemented to minimize expense, such as managing
VAR flow and paying close attention to voltages throughout the expansion
planning process.

START
What is the nature
of the Concern?

Generator
Interconnection

Network
Stability
Concerns
New HVDC
Construction

Network
Congestion

Power Quality
(Harmonics,
Flicker)
Reactive Support
Required

Power Electronic
Control
Interactions
SSR/Torsional
Interaction
Concerns
Power Electronic
Control
Interactions

Use Conventional Power Flow and
Transient Stability Tools such as PSS/E

Input / Data Requirements:
- Network Data (Steady State & Dynamic)
- Detailed Study Area Boundary
- New Generation or Facilities models
- Load or Sink location if req’d
- Known trouble conditions
- Contingency List
- Detailed Deterministic Reliability Criteria

Use Electromagnetic Transient
Program such as PSCAD/EMTDC

Input / Data Requirements:
- Detailed network data, including tower
configurations, conductor data, control diagrams
for dynamic devices, protection settings
- Generator shaft torsional modes if req’d
- Steady State and Dynamic network data

GO TO
PART 2

Figure 7 - Expansion Planning Study Decision Process: Part 1
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PART 2
Model Implementation
Incorporate facilities into existing models, or develop models to
sufficient detail to represent concern.

Power Flow Concern Identification
Power flow program must be run including a contingency processor capable of bulk processing contingencies and monitoring all network
elements. PV analysis capability is required. Outputs from this tool are:
1. Thermal limits exceeded or approached (Powerflow analysis)
2. Voltage criteria violated (Powerflow analysis)
3. dV criteria violated (Powerflow analysis)
4. Loadability or steady state stability limits exceeded or approached (This would be determined using PV curves using continuation
power flow. Loading directions to be input by the user. Moving generation from one location to another is a special case of a loading
direction.

Thermal

Voltage and

NO

Loadability or

NO

Limit

dV criteria

Stability limit

Violation?

violated?

exceeded?

Perform Transient
Stability Analysis

YES

YES

YES

NO

Transient
Voltage and

NO

Stability

NO

dV criteria

Concerns?

violated?
YES
YES

Voltage and
Thermal Problems

Thermal Problems
Only

Voltage Problems
Only

Loadability or
Stability Problems

Transient Stability
Problems

GO TO PART 3
BLOCK #1

GO TO PART 4
BLOCK #2

GO TO PART 4
BLOCK #3

GO TO PART 4
BLOCK #4

GO TO PART 4
BLOCK #5

Figure 8 - Expansion Planning Study Decision Process: Part 2
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FINISHED

BLOCK #1

PART 3

(Thermal and Voltage Problems)

Voltage and Thermal

NO

Violations In close
Proximity?

YES

Potential Solutions:
- Determine whether voltage issues
are causing thermal problems, or vice
versa. Treat the causal conditions
first.

Output next thermal limit violation.
Optionally output all violations.

Potential Solutions:
- Re-Tensioning
- Replace CTs
- Re-Conductor
- VAR Management
- Power Flow Control Device
(FACTS, Series Capacitors, Phase
Shifters)

Suggest New Facilities

RETURN TO
PART 2

Figure 9 - Expansion Planning Study Decision Process: Part 3
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Output next voltage violation.
Optionally output all violations.

Potential Solutions:
- Tap Changer Adjustments
- Existing Voltage Support Facilities
Adjustments
- New Voltage Support Facilities
- VAR Management Adjustments

BLOCK #2

BLOCK #3

BLOCK #4

BLOCK #5

(Thermal Problems
Only)

(Voltage Problems
Only)

(Loadability or
Stability Problems)

(Transient Stability
Problems)

Output next thermal limit
violation. Optionally
output all violations.

Potential Solutions:
- Re-Tensioning
- Replace CTs
- Re-Conductor
- VAR Management
- Power Flow Control
Device (FACTS, Series
Capacitors, Phase Shifters)

Output next voltage
violation. Optionally
output all violations.

Output next voltage violation.
Optionally output all
i l i
Output description of next
steady state stability or
loadability concern, along
with discussion of
potential causes and
remedies. Suggest
philosophy behind
remedies. Optionally
output all violations for

Potential Solutions:
- Tap Changer
Adjustments
- Existing Voltage
Support Facilities
Adjustments
- New Voltage Support
Facilities
- VAR Management
Adjustments

Potential Solutions:
- Address Loadability
Concerns
- Model or Software updates
- Model Validation
- Existing Control device
tuning
- Reduce (load x impedance)
on nearby lines (Through extra
circuits, series compensation,
power flow control devices,
etc)
- Addition of dynamic
reactive power control devices
- Addition of new controls on
existing devices (PSS etc)

Suggest New Facilities

PART 4

RETURN TO
PART 2

Figure 10 - Expansion Planning Study Decision Process: Part 4

5.2

Planning Study Alternative Development

Given the maximum amount of wind allowed for the cluster study (determined in Chapter
4), transmission expansion alternatives must be created for every level of new wind
injection up to that amount. As the amount of interconnected wind increases, the cost of
the transmission facilities required to accommodate the wind will generally increase in a
step-wise fashion, as shown in the example in Figure 4. Each new “step” represents a
new transmission expansion alternative, determined to be optimal for that range of
interconnected generation, based on traditional planning methodologies (5.1), or using
available optimization tools. Each alternative expansion plan must satisfy the traditional
deterministic reliability criteria. The width of each “step” represents the amount of wind
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that may be interconnected before the plan must be abandoned for a plan incorporating
larger infrastructure upgrades.

5.3

Expansion Plan – Case Study

In order to demonstrate the planning concept, complete expansion plans were developed
for the case study area using commercial planning tools (PSS/E) and network data
obtained under a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) with the Western Electricity
Coordinating Council (WECC). Costing data was made available by Electranix
Corporation.
5.3.1

Expansion Plan Development

The planning process identified in Section 5.2 was used to identify steady state thermal
constraints and severe voltage criteria violations associated with upgrades at each wind
injection level. Transient stability and short circuit considerations were not examined for
this case study. Final outcomes of this process are reported here, as the process itself is
iterative in nature, and flexible according to the judgement of the transmission planner.
As increasing amounts of wind are injected at the chosen locations, more network
expansion is required. Several alternatives were identified which correspond to
increasing wind interconnection. These alternatives were selected based on many factors,
including consultation with utility planning engineers, formal system impact analysis
performed in the region, and best engineering judgement guided by the procedures
outlined in Section 5.2. Simplified graphical representation of the chosen expansion
alternatives are shown in Figure 11, Figure 13, Figure 16, and Figure 18. Tables
showing summaries of the power flow analysis leading to the upgrade alternatives are
shown in Table 3 through Table 6.
5.3.2

Notes on Case Study Methodology

The specific tool used to perform the analysis was PSSE version 32. Individual
powerflow cases were developed using the aforementioned assumptions. A set of
contingency processor (PSS/E’s contingency processor tool is called ACCC) files was
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developed based on experience working in the area, ensuring that all nearby transmission
lines were accounted for, and setting criteria according to local rules. Once preliminary
network upgrade designs were tested using “manual” PSSE powerflow runs, the designs
were subjected to more rigorous ACCC analysis. For each alternative, ACCC output for
cases representing the system before the wind is added was compared to output for cases
representing the system after the wind was added. A further comparison to a case with
“too much” wind was performed to illustrate where the limit for the upgrade alternative
was reached. Any further upgrades or corrections identified by ACCC analysis were
implemented in the cases, and ACCC analysis was repeated for those cases.
5.3.3

Existing Transmission System Analysis (Alternative 0)

Figure 11 is a high level diagram of the area transmission system prior to the addition of
wind. The proposed wind project area is connected to load areas via a 115 kV network
and a single 230 kV line. The existing network can accommodate the 240 MW of wind
generation proposed in the interconnection queue, but any additional wind requires
upgrading to avoid overloading the 115 kV network to the west and south of the project
area (Table 3). A simplified PSSE “slider” diagram is shown in Figure 12 to illustrate the
actual power flow in this region.
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Denver Area
Load

115 kV
230 kV
345 kV
500 kV
(Dashed Lines
indicate
proposed future)

Group 2:
0 MW

Group 1:
0 MW
SW
Export

Projects with LGIA:
240 MW

Central New
Mexico Load

Figure 11 – Case Study: Existing Transmission System Before Network Expansion
Table 3 – Case Study: Power flow Results for Existing System
Contingency

Gladstone - Walsenburg 230 kV
Walsenburg 115/239 kV TF 1

Branch
Rating
(MVA)

Overloaded Element

Branch Loading (%)
0 MW
wind

240 MW 270 MW
wind
wind

Case 1 (No network upgrades, 240 MW of wind)
Springer - Gladstone 115 kV
169
54
97
Walsenburg 115/239 kV TF 2
100
69
98
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114
102

Voltage Concerns

None
None

Red Circle = New Wind

Figure 12 – Existing Transmission System Power Flow with 240 MW of Wind Added
5.3.4

Alternative 1 System Analysis

If 150 MW of wind is added to interconnection location 2 (in addition to the amount that
the existing system can handle), and an additional 50 MW to interconnection location 1
(corresponding to Section 4.4), Figure 13 depicts what mitigation would be required to
handle this generation. The precise split of generation chosen here is based on informal
iterative power flow studies. The 115 kV thermal and stability constraint is avoided by
building additional voltage support and a new 115 kV parallel circuit. Voltage support is
provided by an SVC sized to ensure no dV criteria violations occurred when the
transmission path west was interrupted. Switched capacitors may be used as a cheaper
alternative mitigation for this dV concern. A transformer overload in the north was
discovered and mitigated by adding a parallel transformer. This set of network upgrades
is assumed to be “Alternative 1”, and requires the specific breakdown of generators
between interconnection locations to be respected.
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Denver Area
Load

115 kV
230 kV
345 kV
500 kV
(Dashed Lines
indicate
proposed future)

New 230/115 kV
Autotransformer
Group 2:
0 – 150 MW

New 115 kV
Circuit and SVC

Group 1:
0 – 50 MW

SW
Export

Projects with LGIA:
240 MW

Central New
Mexico Load

Figure 13 – Case Study: Network Expansion Alternative 1
Table 4 – Case Study: Power flow Results for Alternative 1
Contingency

Branch
Rating
(MVA)

Overloaded Element

Branch Loading (%)
240 MW 440 MW 470 MW
wind
wind
wind

Voltage Concerns

Case 2 (Alt 1 upgrades added, 440 MW of wind)
Springer - Black Lake 115 kV

115 kV Path south from Springer

110

76

100

106

Low voltage at Springer and south
along path to Valencia

Clapham - Gladstone 115 kV

Gladstone 115/230 kV TF

110

69

97

104

None

Note that the existing cross-trip between Comanche - Walsenburg and Walsenburg - Gladstone must be disabled
Note that if one of the 2 circuits between Gladstone and Springer trips, the second must trip with it to avoid overloading
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Red Circle = New Wind

Figure 14 – Alternative 1 PSSE Power Flow with 440 MW of Wind Added

The ACCC analysis for this alternative (summarized in Table 4) indicated that low
voltage was a concern for contingencies on the 115 kV system west of Springer. Figure
15 shows an example of how the PSSE slider tool can be used to help understand
problem areas. In Figure 15, a contingency has been applied west of Springer which
causes under-voltages to occur (shown in blue) throughout the 115 kV network,
particularly south of Springer 115 kV.
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Bus outage
Blue area indicates
under-voltage

Figure 15 - Alternative 1 PSSE Power Flow with Example Contingency
5.3.5

Alternative 2 System Analysis

Increasing the total installed wind at both interconnection locations requires more
substantial high voltage transmission upgrades, including a parallel 240 kV path south
from interconnection location 1, and a twinned 345 kV circuit west to the Central New
Mexico load area (Figure 16). Associated substation and transformation equipment is
required. Additional minor upgrades are required in the north, but the 115kV new circuit
required for Alternative 1 is not required for Alternative 2. Table 5 summarizes the
constraints demonstrated by the ACCC analysis for this alternative and Figure 17 shows
the PSSE power flow in a simplified “slider” diagram.
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Denver Area
Load

115 kV
230 kV
345 kV
500 kV
(Dashed Lines
indicate proposed
future)

New 230/115 kV
Autotransformer
Group 2:
150 – 350 MW

Minor 115 kV
Re-Stringing
Work

Group 1:
50 – 250 MW

New SVC
SW
Export

Projects with LGIA:
240 MW
New 230 kV double
circuit and 2xTF
Central New
Mexico Load
2nd 345 kV circuit

Figure 16 – Case Study: Network Expansion Alternative 2
Table 5 – Case Study: Power flow Results for Alternative 2
Contingency

Branch
Rating
(MVA)

Overloaded Element

Branch Loading (%)
440 MW 840 MW 950 MW
wind
wind
wind

Voltage Concerns

Case 3 (Alt 2 upgrades added, 840 MW of wind)
Gladstone - Guadalupe 230 kV

Springer - Gladstone 115 kV

169

60

90

102

Note that the existing cross-trip between Comanche - Walsenburg and Walsenburg - Gladstone must be disabled
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None

Red Circle = New Wind

Figure 17 - Alternative 2 PSSE Power Flow with 840 MW of Wind Added
5.3.6

Alternative 3 System Analysis

Further increasing the total wind generation to 1550 MW requires a phase shift
transformer to prevent excess power from flowing into the weak 115 kV network west of
interconnection point 1 (at this wind injection level, directing power out of this 115 kV
line by adding circuits out of the area is not enough to prevent overload of the 115 kV
network, and a new phase shifter is required), and a new 230 kV double circuit to the
north of interconnection point 2 to bypass a weaker 230 kV path (Power flow illustrated
in Figure 18, with ACCC constraints shown in Table 6). The 230 kV line between
location 1 and 2 is not required to be twinned, but it is critical that generation is split
correctly between the two locations. This point is important when final costing is done,
because it may be tempting for the planner to take a different balance of projects from
location 1 and 2 based on cost. If this is done, Alternative 3 must be re-evaluated with
the revised dispatch.
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It should be noted that following the implementation of the Alternative 3 upgrades, the
limit to the amount of new wind is now not constrained by transmission, but by the “max
wind” value selected in chapter 4.2.

Denver Area
Load

115 kV
230 kV
345 kV
500 kV
(Dashed Lines
indicate future)

New 230 kV double
circuit
New 230/115 kV
Autotransformer

Group 2:
350 – 610 MW

2x PAR

New SVC
SW
Export

Group 1:
250 - 700 MW

Projects with LGIA:
240 MW
New 230 kV double
circuit and 2xTF
Central New
Mexico Load
2nd 345 kV circuit

Figure 18 – Case Study: Network Expansion Alternative 3

Table 6 – Case Study: Power flow Results for Alternative 3
Contingency

Branch
Rating
(MVA)

Overloaded Element

Branch Loading (%)
840 MW 1550 MW
wind
wind

Voltage Concerns

Case 4 (Alt 3 upgrades added, 1550 MW of wind)
None
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Note that the existing cross-trip between Comanche - Walsenburg and Walsenburg - Gladstone must be disabled
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Red Circle = New Wind

Figure 19 - Alternative 3 PSSE Power Flow with 1550 MW of Wind Added

5.3.7

Expansion Plan Cost Evaluation

Table 7 shows the calculated costs for each expansion alternative, and Figure 20 shows
the infrastructure cost as a function of installed capacity. Costs in these tables are in
2009 dollars, and based on per unit costing data provided by Electranix Corporation.
They account for terrain, permitting and environmental considerations, and short line
multipliers.
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Table 7 – Case Study: Breakdown of Costs for Expansion Alternatives
Total Wind
for
Alternative

Wind
loc. 1

Wind
Loc. 2

240 MW

240

0

440 MW

840 MW

1550 MW

290

490

940

150

350

610

Dispatch

Mitigation Details

Mitigation Required

Existing System (Alternative 0)
Denver 240 none (existing system)
Alternative 1
2nd 115 kV cct bw Gladstone and Springer
San Juan 200
25 MVAr SVC at Springer
Denver 240
new transformer at Walsenburg
Alternative 2
double cct 230 kV bw Gladstone and Guadalupe
2x345/230kV transformers at Guadalupe
Export 200
2nd circuit from Guadalupe to B-A
San Juan 200
3rd transformer at Walsenburg
Denver 440
25 MVAr SVC at Springer
re-conductor 115 kV cct b/w stem and pueb
Alternative 3
2x 230kV cct radial bw Wals wind and Comanche
2xPAR set to 140 MW at Gladstone 115 kV
Export 500 double cct 230 kV bw Gladstone and Guadalupe
Denver 800 2x345/230kV transformers at Guadalupe
San Juan 250 3rd transformer at Walsenburg
2nd circuit from Guadalupe to B-A
25 MVAr SVC at Springer

N/A
Total Cost Existing System

N/A
0.00

32 miles new towers ACSR 954 Conductor
+/- 24 MVAr AMSC DVAR
100 MVAR
Total Cost Alternative 1

21.11
3.50
3.33
27.94

110 miles 2x1113 KCMIL
2x600MVA Autotransformer
92 miles 2x1272 kcmil, single new circuit
100 MVAR
+/- 24 MVAr AMSC DVAR
10 miles re-stringing
Total Cost Alternative 2

237.99
14.60
140.12
3.33
3.50
4.95
404.50

51 Miles at 444 MVA, 2x cct 1x1113kcmil
Based on 300 MVA 345 kV
110 miles 2x1113 KCMIL
2x600MVA Autotransformer
100 MVAR
92 miles 2x1272 kcmil, single new circuit
+/- 24 MVAr AMSC DVAR
Total Cost Alternative 3

72.53
18.95
237.99
14.60
3.33
140.12
3.50
491.04

Costs for Transmission Expansion for Each Wind Interconnection
Total
Expansion
Costs

$491 M
$405 M

Alt. 3
Alt. 2

$28 M

Alt. 1
240 MW

440 MW

840 MW

Total Installed
Wind (MW)

Figure 20 – Case Study: Expansion Costs Varying with Installed Wind
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est. Cost
(2009)
($M USD)

1550 MW

5.3.8

Expansion Plan Loss Evaluation

In order to determine the incremental losses imposed on the system by the addition of
wind and associated transmission network upgrades, a system wide loss evaluation was
performed for various increments of wind generation, up to the maximum level used in
the case study. This cost aspect can be considered as part of the expansion plan design,
but it is noted that precise quantification of the costs of losses are difficult, and heavy
reliance upon this aspect is not recommended.
A load duration curve (LDC) was generated using actual 10 minute historical wind data
from a commercial site in Saskatchewan (far from study area but representative of real
wind data) and was applied to all wind in the case study (Figure 21). Nine dispatch
scenarios were modelled in PSS/E, reflecting a linear increase in wind at both
interconnection locations and generation backed down evenly from all three dispatch
locations (Table 8). For each dispatch scenario, total real power losses across the entire
Western Interconnection (WECC) were measured (Figure 22).
Table 9 and Figure 22 present a comparison between two methods for calculating energy
losses for wind. One method uses the LDC to evaluate losses according to time spent
generating at various wind levels. The second method assumes that the wind farms are
generating all year round at a constant level, equal to the predicted capacity factor for the
plants. The second method requires much less computation, but is found to be
fundamentally incorrect, due to the non-linear increase in system losses as the wind
generation increases.
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Load Duration Curve
For 1 Year of Historical Wind Turbine Data
1600
1400

GE 1.5 Turbine Output
1200
1000

Power
(kW)

800
600
400
200
0

Days

Figure 21 – Case Study: Scaled Annual Wind Farm Load Duration Curve
Table 8 – Case Study: Dispatch Levels for Loss Evaluation
Table for linear Generation Dispatch
Change in Existing Generation
Dispatch
Wind Output
SJ
Denver
AZ
total
Loc. 1
Loc. 2
250
800
500
1550
940
610
218
697
435
1350
819
531
185
594
371
1150
697
453
153
490
306
950
576
374
121
387
242
750
455
295
89
284
177
550
334
216
56
181
113
350
212
138
24
77
48
150
91
59
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Total
1550
1350
1150
950
750
550
350
150
0

Figure 22 – Case Study: Variation of Incremental Losses with Wind Capacity
Table 9 – Case Study: Comparison of Energy Losses Using LDC and Capacity Factor
Total Wind
(MW)

Incremental
Losses (MW)

1550
1350
1150
950
750
550
350
150
0

71
49
30
20
10
2
-3
1
1

Wind Turbine
Avg Power (kW)

Days per year
(from Wind LDC)

Energy in
Losses (MWh)

1500
14
23856
1306
46
54096
1113
32
23040
919
24
11520
726
26
6240
532
31
1488
339
39
-2808
145
50
1200
0
103
2472
Total Annual Energy in Losses (kWh)
121104
Total Annual Energy in Losses using capacity factor of 0.40 (kWh)
35040
Note: Capacity factor calculation uses loss value for 620 MW (interpreted from Figure 22
characteristic) of wind generation, which corresponds to 40% of full rated capacity.

Several things are worth noting about these calculations:
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1. The simpler calculation based on a single loss calculation when the total wind is
generating at its capacity factor value is different from the more thorough
technique applying the generator load duration curve, and is therefore not an
acceptable approach in this case.
2. Since the generation is replacing existing coal resources, changes in losses are
generally only dependent on the difference in physical distance between the new
and old generation sources from the existing load. The case study used here does
not show an appreciable difference in total losses until near the highest levels of
wind.
3. The real system would not necessarily use the same dispatch assumptions in real
time as those used for this calculation, and the calculation of precise numbers for
losses attributable to the new wind would be highly controversial and difficult to
obtain.
4. This loss analysis was performed only for the highest level of wind (Alternative
3). Similar results would be expected for lower wind level Alternatives.
Due to these notes, and particularly note 3 above, the loss calculation was not included in
the overall cost calculations. However, the annual energy losses are notable and should
be considered by the energy purchaser as indicative of potential lost resource.

5.4

Optimal Cost Breakpoint Selection – Case Study

5.4.1

Minimization of Cost per MW

Optimal breakpoints are selected such that the “Cost per MW” for transmission is
minimized. This accounts for the probable effect of increased economy of scale resulting
in lower energy prices with more wind. Since the desired end result is to purchase a
significant amount of wind power, the very low cost alternatives that effectively use up
the existing available transmission capacity (but only connect small amounts of wind)
should be considered only after higher wind levels are discarded as being too expensive.
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5.4.2

Cost Breakpoint Selection

For the case study considered here, the energy cost per MW of installed wind for
transmission was calculated as shown:
𝐶 =

1 𝑁𝑈𝑃𝑀 + 𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑀
+ 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑀)
10
𝐶𝐹

(5.1)

Where:
o CT = Component of energy costs required for transmission [cents/kWh]
o NUPM = Network upgrade costs per hour per installed MW [$/hr/MW]
o OMPM = O&M costs per hour per installed MW [$/hr/MW]
o TTPM = Transmission tariffs per hour per installed MW [$/hr/MW]
Note: Representing the cost of using existing transmission facilities between the
interconnection point and the point of power delivery, the transmission tariffs per
hour per installed MW (TTPM) was assumed to be $6.28/hr/MW. This value is
based on information obtained from Sequoia Energy for typical transmission
service fees over the project lifetime for a 100 MW wind farm in Northeast New
Mexico with a point of delivery in the Denver area. The value also assumes that
40% of the transmission capacity would be purchased on a “firm” basis, and
60% on a “non-firm” basis.
o CF= Capacity Factor (assumed to be 35%)
o Note that the 1/10 factor represents a conversion from dollars/MWh to cents/kWh
Network upgrade costs per hour per installed MW (NUPM) is obtained as
𝑁𝑈𝑃𝑀 = 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑀 ∙ 𝑟 ∙ [1 −

1
]
(1 + 𝑟)

(5.2)

Where:
o r is the discount rate, assumed to be 6%
o p is the number of payment periods, equal in total to the project life (assumed to
be 20 years, expressed as hours).
o CCPM = Network upgrade capital cost per installed MW [$/MW], which is
obtained from
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𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑀 =

𝐶𝐶
𝐼𝐶

(5.3)

o IC = Installed wind capacity
o CCalt = Network upgrade capital cost for the expansion alternative. The expansion
alternative capacity must greater than or equal to IC
The O&M costs per hour per installed MW (OMPM) is calculated as:
𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑀 =

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑀 ∗ 𝑂𝑀
8760

(5.4)

Where:
o OM = Annual O&M as percent of Capital Cost
When the CT values are calculated at every value between 0 MW and the full allowed
installed wind capability (1550 MW), Figure 23 may be constructed to visualize what
ranges of installed wind are optimal from a transmission costs standpoint.
Optimal ranges are selected in this case study as the installed amounts slightly smaller
than the levels which trigger a new set of transmission upgrades (Alternative 1, 2, and 3).
For each alternative, the installed wind is allowed to be reduced by up to 100 MW.
Therefore, if alternative 1 is selected, the minimum cost equals = 0.91 cents/kWh at 440
MW of installed wind, and allowing a reduction of up to 100 MW, the optimal range
from 340-440 MW was selected. Applying similar guidelines to Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3 yield optimal ranges of 740 MW – 840 MW, and 1450 – 1550 MW
respectively.
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Figure 23 - Case Study: Energy Costs for Transmission per MW of Installed Wind
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Chapter 6 RFP and Expansion Implementation
6.1

RFP Design Philosophy

Design of a Request For Proposals (RFP) must be undertaken with care, ensuring that
interested parties are treated fairly and respectfully, without undue financial burden. A
high level of commitment and a high standard of proposal must be required of applicants,
and purchasers likewise must be prompt and fair, clearly communicating the process and
reasoning behind decisions.

6.2

Required RFP Elements

The following elements should be present in an RFP of this nature. A recent request for
proposals issued by Canadian transmission utility SaskPower elaborates on several of
these requirements [46]:
o Full disclosure of planning study results to this point in the cluster study process,
especially including optimal cost breakpoints as shown in the case study example
(Section 5.4.2). Expected interconnection points and proposed upgrades for each
alternative should be clearly indicated.
o It is assumed for this process that the energy purchaser is the party issuing the
RFP, and therefore applicants need not supply proof of a willing customer, such
as a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA).
o The proposal price should be framed in terms of a desired fixed payment for
energy over the course of the project life (for example, 20 years). All costs for
transmission should be excluded from this payment price.
o It is not required that proposals match the interconnection points determined in
the cluster study exactly, but it should be made clear that deviations from the
interconnection points may not match the overall expansion plan philosophy, and
may require additional costs to be built into the bid such that the project may be
fairly compared with other projects (for example, radial connection circuits to the
expected points of interconnection). In some cases, small changes to the points of
interconnection may not impact overall expansion plans, but this is a risk in any
proposal.
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o Proven site control (land-owner commitment to allow access to the land in the
project area) should be required of Applicants.
o One year of meteorological wind data for the site in question should be provided
by the applicant. This ensures adequate wind resource at the particular applicant
site. In addition, expected plant capacity factor and annual energy production
should be calculated [46].
o Clear indication of the capabilities of the applicant to build and operate a wind
plant as proposed should be provided by the applicant,in the form of a minimum
prior experience of the applicant in developing power projects, and details on
applicant personnel [46].
o Financial capability should be demonstrated by the applicant [46].
o Clear description of all pertinent interconnection requirements that will be
imposed upon successful applicants should be provided. For example, the voltage
control and reactive power capabilities required of generators should be well
defined so that proponents may obtain correct equipment costing information.
Proposals should include the details of how these requirements will be met.
o Clear explanation of the process being followed should be provided, including a
warning to applicants that large proposals may not be eligible if smaller expansion
alternatives are chosen.

6.3

Proposal Submission – Case Study

Having been provided with expected interconnection locations and the motivation behind
the “optimal breakpoints”, the applicants have enough information to submit proposals
for interconnection. In the case study under examination, the important aspects of each
proposal (assuming all the items required in Section 6.2 are adequate) are the bid price,
which excludes transmission costs, and the interconnection location.
For the purposes of the example in question, it is assumed that all the queued projects
shown in Section 4.4 are among the applicants. Five additional projects are added to
simulate new projects enticed by the elimination of the old queue system. In the
example, bid prices were assigned to each project somewhat randomly (but
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representatively), and are shown in Table 10. The proposed interconnection location for
each bid is chosen as the closer of the two selected locations. Three proposals have been
randomly selected as being “incomplete”, and are rejected for not meeting the
requirements in Section 6.2.
Table 10 – Case Study: Unsorted Summary of Random Bid Prices by Project
Queue
Reference
TI-07-0222
TI-07-0301
TI-07-0305
TI-07-0510
TI-07-0611B
TI-07-0816
TI-08-0103
TI-08-0403
TI-08-0515
Not in Queue
Not in Queue
Not in Queue
Not in Queue
Not in Queue

Unsorted Proposals with Random Bid Prices Assigned
Amount of
Wind
Proposed Price
Project
wind
Location
(cents/kWh)
Development
51 MW
1
12.53
Complete
500 MW
1
8.01
Complete
250 MW
2
9.24
Complete
120 MW
1
8.53
Complete
300 MW
2
7.89
Incomplete
200 MW
1
9.01
Complete
210 MW
2
9.65
Complete
200 MW
2
9.22
Complete
200 MW
1
8.74
Complete
320 MW
1
8.87
Incomplete
150 MW
1
9.11
Complete
100 MW
2
7.98
Complete
150 MW
2
7.87
Incomplete
120 MW
1
8.88
Complete

6.4

Proposal Selection – Case Study

6.4.1

Rank Proposals by Price

After the incomplete proposals are rejected, the remaining proposals are ranked according
to bid price. Each interconnection location is constrained to maximum levels of new
wind injection, as defined by the planning study. These maximums are applied for each
connection alternative.
The projects are selected from lowest price to highest, until the maximum amount of
wind has been reached for each interconnection location for that expansion alternative.
Some proposals which are priced very low may still be rejected at some expansion levels
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due to the maximum amount of wind allowed for that particular alternative at that
location.
Alternative 1
Selecting the viable bids in Table 10 according to lowest cost first, and considering the
maximum allowed generator size by location, yields Table 11.
Beginning with the existing 240 MW at location 1, we are then able add up to 50
additional MW to location 1 and up to 150 MW at location 2 to bring the totals at each
location up to the locational maximums of 290 MW and 150 MW (determined in the
planning studies for Alternative 1). In this alternative, the only viable project for wind
location 1 is TI-07-0222, which, though high priced, is small enough to remain below the
maximum total wind allowed at location 1.
This stage of the process may require discretion on the part of the planners, especially
when project sizes do not fit well into the overall expansion plans originally designed.
After these bids have been tabulated in this fashion (Table 11) it may become evident that
the “optimal breakpoints” will require adjustment (for example “Optimal Breakpoint 1”
could be reduced to 340 MW from 440 MW, discarding the expensive 51 MW smaller
project.)
Table 11 – Case Study: Proposals Ranked by Price, Constrained by Alternative 1
Alternative 1
Queue
Reference

Proposed
Price
(cents/kWh)

Amount of
wind

Wind
Location

Existing
240 MW
1
9
Not in Queue
100
MW
2
7.98
TI-07-0222
51 MW
1
12.53
Maximum Total Allowed at Each Location (MW)
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Cumulative
Total Loc. 1
(MW)

Cumulative
Total Loc. 2
(MW)

240
240
290
290

0
100
100
150

Alternative 2
For Alternative 2, selection of the lowest cost bids by location yields Table 12. More
generation is allowed at each location, and consequently the larger, more economical
projects may be selected for this alternative. The very large (500 MW), very low cost
project may not be selected, as neither interconnection location can accommodate that
amount of power injection.

Table 12 – Case Study: Proposals Ranked by Price, Constrained by Alternative 2
Alternative 2
Queue
Reference

Proposed
Price
(cents/kWh)

Amount of
wind

Wind
Location

Existing
240 MW
1
9
Not in Queue
100 MW
2
7.98
TI-07-0510
120 MW
1
8.53
Not in Queue
120 MW
1
8.88
TI-07-0305
250 MW
2
9.24
Maximum Total Allowed at each Location (MW)

Cumulative
Total Loc. 1
(MW)

Cumulative
Total Loc. 2
(MW)

240
240
360
480
480
490

100
100
100
100
350
350

Alternative 3
For Alternative 3, the very large, low cost projects may now be selected to good
economic effect (Table 13). However, the amount of generation required to reach the
third optimal range is so large that several more expensive bids are still required at
location 2 (TI-07-0403 and TI-07-0305). It will be seen in the final stage of this process
that the increasing bid price tends to cancel out economies of scale in transmission
expansion for Alternative 3 in this case study.
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Table 13 – Case Study: Proposals Ranked by Price, Constrained by Alternative 3
Alternative 3
Queue
Reference

Proposed
Price
(cents/kWh)

Amount of
wind

Wind
Location

Existing
240 MW
1
9
Not in Queue
100 MW
2
7.98
TI-07-0510
500 MW
1
8.01
Not in Queue
200 MW
1
8.74
TI-07-0305
200
MW
2
9.22
TI-07-0305
250 MW
2
9.65
Maximum Total Allowed at each Location (MW)

Cumulative
Total Loc. 1
(MW)

Cumulative
Total Loc. 2
(MW)

240
240
740
940
940
940
940

100
100
100
100
300
550
610

It may become evident that the lowest cost projects are concentrated at one location. For
example, a mild cost bias is evident in the case study, as location 1 bids tend to be
slightly lower in price compared to location 2. This could be due to a slightly better wind
resource at location 1. This can indicate that the initial allocation of wind resource and
selection of interconnection points was incorrect or sub-optimal. In the case study this
could mean that transmission expansions would have been better designed to
accommodate more wind at location 1, and less at location 2.
At this stage, it would be possible to discard the proposals and re-visit the initial study
parameters, requiring a new expansion plan design and a new RFP (feedback path
indicated in red dashed line in Figure 2). This is an undesirable course of action, since
the delay involved would be substantial, and there is no guarantee that a new iteration
would actually result in lower costs, since market conditions would probably change, and
bids would certainly change. Unless the price imbalance between locations is extremely
large, it is recommended that no further iterations be done.
In the case study, the price imbalance between location 1 and location 2 is minimal, and
we proceed assuming that the initial study parameters and location maximums are
adequate.
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6.4.2

Determine Energy Costs for Each Alternative

Once the bids are ranked to determine which projects are best suited to each expansion
plan, the costs of transmission are rolled into the costs presented by each project proposal
to determine cost of energy to the purchaser for that alternative. The cost is determined
as follows:
(6.1)

𝐸𝐶𝑃 = 𝐶 + 𝐶

o ECP = Cost of energy for the proposal [cents/kWh]
o CT = Component of energy costs required for transmission, selected as the cost of
transmission at the final selected total amount of wind [cents/kWh]
o CB= Bid costs for the proposal [cents/kWh]
Plotting the bids selected for each alternative against the varying wind capacity results in
Figure 24 (Alternative 1), Figure 25 (Alternative 2), and Figure 26 (Alternative 3). The
dots show the actual costs for each bid, accounting for the transmission upgrades required
for all the combined bids. It is important to note that the MW value for each bid may not
be reduced since the proposals are for a fixed amount of generation, not a range of
generation. Each chart also shows the final weighted average energy cost for each
alternative, determined as follows.
𝐸𝐶

=
..

𝐸𝐶𝑃 ,
∑

..

∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑝 ,
𝐶𝑎𝑝 ,

(6.2)

Where:
o ECalt = Cost of energy for selected alternative
o i = Individual project in selected transmission upgrade alternative.
o alt = Transmission upgrade alternative
o Capi,alt = Capacity of individual project i in MW, for selected transmission
upgrade alternative
o ECPi = Energy Cost for project i
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Application of this method to the case study yields the final costs shown in Table 14
(Alternative 1), Table 15 (Alternative 2), and Table 16 (Alternative 3). It is important to
note that for each expansion alternative, all the capacity must be utilized at each
interconnection point (i.e. you may not arbitrarily reduce the total amount of wind
purchased in order to avoid a very high priced project). This is because the network
upgrades are designed to have a balanced injection between the interconnection points. It
may be possible to inject all of the power at one location with a very large plant, for
example, but the planning studies would need to be revisited to determine whether the
proposed network upgrades could sustain the unbalance of power injections between the
interconnection sites.
Alternative 1 Energy Cost Calculation
Figure 24 shows the energy costs per project for network expansion alternative 1. The
new projects from Table 11 are shown in addition to the projects in the existing plan.

Energy Cost for Projects (ECP) - Optimal Breakpoint 1
(Levelized over 20 years)
16.00

Weighted Avg. Energy Cost for 390
MW of Wind: 10.14 cents/kWh

Price for
50 MW
project

14.00

12.00

Price for
100 MW
project

10.00

Cost
(cents/kWh)

ECP

8.00

Transmission Cost for
this Alternative is 0.95
cents per kWh

6.00

Transmission Cost

4.00

2.00

0.00
1

101

201

301

401

501

601

701

801

901

Total Installed Wind (MW)

Figure 24 – Case Study: Energy Costs for Alternative 1
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1001 1101 1201 1301 1401 1501

Table 14 summarizes the project costs and shows the calculated weighted average energy
cost to be 10.14 cents/kWh. This price is the overall long term price that the energy
purchaser would pay for energy if 390 MW of wind power were purchased.
Table 14 – Case Study: Total Cost of Energy for Expansion Alternative 1
Transmission Expansion Alternative 1
Project
Designation
(i,alt)

Cap(i,alt)
(MW)

1,1
2,1
3,1

240
100
50

SUM(Cap(i,alt))
(MW)

ECP
(cents/kWh)

EC(alt)
(cents/kWh)

390

9.95
8.93
13.48

10.14

Alternative 2 Energy Cost Calculation
Figure 25 plots the ECP and shows the projects selected for Alternative 2 in Table 12.

Energy Cost for Projects (ECP) - Optimal Breakpoint 2
(Levelized over 20 years)
16.00

Weighted Avg. Energy Cost for 830
MW of Wind: 11.65 cents/kWh

120 MW
project

14.00

12.00

120 MW
project

10.00

Cost
(cents/kWh)

Projects with
signed NDA
(240MW)

8.00

250 MW
project

ECP

100 MW
project

Transmission Cost
Transmission Cost for
this Alternative is 2.79
cents per kWh

6.00

4.00

2.00

0.00
1

101

201

301

401

501

601

701

801

901

1001

Total Installed Wind (MW)

Figure 25 – Case Study: Energy Costs for Optimal Breakpoint 2
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Table 15 shows the effect of these transmission upgrades on the cost of energy. Since
this alternative includes a very substantial set of network upgrades, the weighted average
energy cost to the purchaser increases from Alternative 1 to 11.65 cents/kWh.
Table 15 – Case Study: Total Cost of Energy for Expansion Alternative 2
Transmission Expansion Alternative 2
Project
Designation
(i,alt)

Cap(i,alt)
(MW)

1,2
2,2
3,2
4,2
5,2

240
100
120
120
250

SUM(Cap(i,alt))
(MW)

ECP
(cents/kWh)

EC(alt)
(cents/kWh)

830

11.19
10.77
11.32
11.67
12.03

11.65

Alternative 3 Energy Cost Calculation
Figure 26 and Table 16 extend the ECP and weighted energy calculations to Alternative
3. Due to the large total amount of power required, the largest and lowest cost proposals
are now available for selection, and the full effect of “economy of scale” in transmission
upgrades is evident. The cost of energy based on the weighted average of individual
projects is calculated to be 10.90 cents/kWh, compared to 11.2 cents/kWh for alternative
2. This is not as substantial a drop as might be expected, mainly because the decreasing
cost of transmission due to economies of scale is offset by the increasing price of bids
which must be accepted to meet the total energy requirements.
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Energy Cost for Projects (ECP) - Optimal Breakpoint 3
(Levelized over 20 years)

Weighted Avg. Energy Cost for 1490
MW of Wind: 10.90 cents/kWh

14.00

12.00

10.00

Projects with
signed NDA
(240MW)

8.00

Cost
(cents/kWh)

500 MW
project

100 MW
project

250 MW
project

200 MW
project

200 MW
project

ECP
6.00

Transmission Cost for
this Alternative is 2.19
cents per kWh

4.00

Transmission Cost

2.00

0.00
1

101

201

301

401

501

601

701

801

901

1001

1101

1201

1301

1401

1501

Total Installed Wind (MW)

Figure 26 – Case Study: Energy Cost for Optimal Breakpoint 3
Table 16 – Case Study: Total Cost of Energy for Expansion Alternative 3
Transmission Expansion Alternative 3
Project
Designation
(i,alt)

Cap(i,alt)
(MW)

1,3
2,3
3,3
4,3
5,3
6,3

240
100
500
200
200
250

6.4.3

SUM(Cap(i,alt))
(MW)

ECP
(cents/kWh)

EC(alt)
(cents/kWh)

1490

11.19
10.17
10.20
10.93
11.41
11.84

10.90

Select Alternative

Once the energy costs for each alternative are clear, it will fall to the purchaser to finalize
the selection of the expansion alternative, and award power purchase agreements to
successful proponents. In the example case presented here, the overall energy cost for
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each level of wind is not substantially different. However, it is clear that the economy of
scale in network expansion equipment required for Alternative 3, as well as the freedom
to accept large, low cost generation bids presents a cost advantage over the Alternative 2
plan. Alternative one is the cheapest alternative since it takes advantage of existing
transmission capacity, however the low cost must be set against the much smaller amount
of wind ultimately connected.
For example, if in the case study being considered, Alternative 3 had been finally selected
(1550 MW of wind generation, with an expected transmission expansion cost of
approximately $491M), the costs for the proposed upgrades could exceed the estimated
costs by 10%, or $49M. This cost should be paid by the energy purchaser, since it is
theoretically offset by the lower bids obtained through the provision of cost certainty to
the proponents.

6.5

Expansion Implementation – Case Study

Once the alternative has been selected, it falls to the transmission authority to build the
network expansions. The final cost of the expansions (and the required expansions
themselves) may differ from the initial expected costs determined in the expansion
planning phase of the process. If this is the case, the difference in cost must be absorbed
by the transmission utility (which may then pass the difference in cost through to their
rate-payers). If the cost is higher, the difference in cost should not be passed through to
the generation proponents, since this negates the “low-risk” advantage obtained by
providing long term cost certainty, and may cause initial bids to rise to counter this risk.
If the cost is lower, the overall price of energy to the purchaser simply falls, and there is
no impact to the generator proponents.

6.6

Comparison Between Proposed Method and Existing RFPs

Many RFP’s have been issued for renewable energy in the past 10 years, and they have
common elements, some of which are elaborated in Section 6.2. The key advantage of
the method proposed here lies in the combination of competition and regulation, and the
degree to which transmission planning informs the process. Three example real-world
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RFPs issued in the last 5 years are presented here for comparison with the proposed
method.
6.6.1

Manitoba Hydro RFP (2007)

The mechanisms for a group study and RFP in Manitoba, Canada are found in reference
[47]. At the time this RFP was issued (2007), there were several interested parties in the
existing interconnection queue at advanced stages in the interconnection process. These
parties were forced to relinquish their queue position in order to participate in the RFP
process, and since the only purchaser of power in Manitoba was Manitoba Hydro
(regulated environment), no real choice was left to these parties except to abandon their
queue position and participate in the RFP process. Table 17 illustrates some key
similarities and differences between the process proposed here and the one followed by
Manitoba Hydro.
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Table 17 – Comparison Between Manitoba Hydro RFP Process and New Method
RFP features in common with
or similar to proposed method
Exploratory transmission study was done
ranking transmission interconnection points
according to price. The study was published
and proponents were encouraged to consider
them when making proposals.

Stakeholder meetings and information sessions
were held, although these meetings were
informative rather than for the purpose of
obtaining planning information

6.6.2

RFP features differing from
proposed method
The amount of wind under consideration was
low in comparison to this method (300 MW,
chosen for political reasons), and so substantial
new transmission was not considered, beyond
minor costs for interconnecting equipment
(corresponding to the first “optimum”
breakpoint in the process proposed here). This
would not have worked if the amount of
interconnected power were doubled or tripled,
and tended to preclude large projects with
possibly good economics being considered,
since they would require new transmission.
Insufficient project viability checking was
performed, resulting in a low priced project
with insufficient financial capabilities. The end
result of this process resulted in Manitoba
Hydro being forced to partially finance the
project, at a reduced project size (138 MW,
awarded March 2010) from the initial RFP
No transparent and competitive method existed
to reduce project size if the proposal costs
proved too high
Very low cost of entry ($25) encouraged bids.
This is not necessarily a problem, provided
sufficient project viability checking is in place

SaskPower RFP (2010)

SaskPower in Saskatchewan, Canada recently issued a request for qualifications for
vendors, in anticipation of an RFP for wind [46]. This process is ongoing, and includes
some very progressive measures to optimize the process. Table 18 illustrates some key
similarities and differences between the process proposed here and the one being used by
SaskPower.
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Table 18 – Comparison Between SaskPower RFP Process and New Method
RFP features in common with
or similar to proposed method
Transmission map overlaying wind resource
map was provided to stakeholders and
proponents (see Figure 27) to assist in helping
to identify where the most viable project
locations would be.

Project powerflow data was provided to
interconnection customers to perform
feasibility studies through the use of
consultants. This increased the likelihood of
viable projects being proposed

RFP features differing from
proposed method
The amount of wind under consideration was
low in comparison to this method (175 MW,
chosen probably based on available
transmission capabilities, and corresponding to
the first optimum breakpoint in the process
proposed here), and so new transmission was
not considered, beyond minor costs for
interconnecting equipment. This would not
have worked if the amount of interconnected
power were doubled or tripled.
No method to alter the plan to reduce energy
costs exists in this method.

Figure 27 - Saskatchewan Wind Resource Map Overlaying Transmission Grid
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6.6.3

BC Hydro Clean Power Call (awarded 2010)

On August 3, 2010, BC hydro has released a document outlining their approach to an
RFP process [48]. This process has many things in common with the one proposed here,
and demonstrates that concepts such as adjusting final RFP according to calculated
energy costs, extensive stakeholder meetings, and others are valid and work in practice.
The main difference between the BC process and the process proposed here is a focus on
allowing the proposals to stand alone with regards to transmission. The additional focus
on small hydro resulted in many small projects being proposed in a wide, geographically
diverse area, which did not lend itself to planning large transmission infrastructure
expansions to interconnect multiple large wind plants. The result of this difference in
focus discourages large (possibly very low cost) applications, but has the advantage of
using up all the transmission capacity available in the existing system.
Table 19 – Comparison Between BC Hydro RFP Process and New Method
RFP features in common with
or similar to proposed method

RFP features differing from
proposed method

Proposed interconnecting large amounts of
renewable energy, although the energy was
diversified between wind, storage hydro, runof-river, and waste heat plants. The maximum
amount of renewable energy was chosen to
meet future load growth requirements

Network or transmission upgrades were
considered on a standalone basis, causing the
costs to interconnect each project to be
calculated as part of that project’s energy cost,
except where projects happened to be situated
next to each other. This resulted in 27
relatively small projects being proposed and
accepted, as these projects tended to use up
available transmission capacity. If centralized
transmission planning was done, larger and
more economic projects may have been
proposed.
Focus on small hydro does not lend itself to
pre-defined resource areas which may be well
served by large transmission expansions.

BC Hydro reserved the right to reduce the total
amount of energy purchased if the price
proved too expensive. This was done in fact,
announced August 3, 2010.
BC hydro initiated extensive stakeholder
information sessions, and accepted feedback on
their process to build into their process.
Calculated weighted average costs for energy
for all successful proponents and revised
overall wind amount based on these costs.
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6.6.4

Hydro-Quebec RFP (awarded 2008)

In October 2005, a request for bids was set out by Hydro-Quebec, and in May of 2008,
Hydro-Quebec issued awards for 2000 MW of new wind and transmission. This process
was not examined in detail, but examination and comparison of the detailed process
would be beneficial, as it parallels the process proposed here and has been successful in
implementation. The final average cost of energy for these projects was expected to be
10.5 cents per kWh, broken down into 8.7 cents/kWh for wind energy, 1.3 cents/kWh for
transmission upgrades, and 0.5 cents/kWh for network balancing service costs. These
costs are in line with the estimated costs in the method proposed here.

6.7

Extension of Concepts to a Feed-in Tariff (FIT) Structure

As a mechanism to encourage wind generation development and increase penetration
levels of wind in existing networks, feed-in tariffs have been shown to be successful ([43]
- [45]). Feed-in tariffs are loosely defined as fixed energy prices guaranteed over the
lifetime of the project and set by the transmission provider or utility such that the
generator can expect reasonable profit. However, conventional FIT mechanisms may
have high costs with uncertain cost recovery for energy purchasers, and conventional
expansion planning principles may be set aside in favour of rapid development
constrained only by market players.
To address this problem, additional constraints may be placed on this mechanism such
that the transmission provider, investor owned utility (IOU), or other energy purchaser
has control over the amount of wind interconnected, the approximate location of the new
generation, and the eventual build-out of necessary transmission infrastructure to
accommodate forecasted load growth. The first constraint is a prescribed maximum
amount of wind, chosen based on projected load growth and renewable energy targets
(“Limited Constraint”) as described in Chapter 4.1. The second constraint is an
approximate energy injection location or set of locations (“Locational Constraint”) as
described in Chapter 4.3. Each of these locations may be accorded separate tariffs, or
differing fixed energy purchase offers.
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Although this system represents a certain amount of “re-regulation”, competitive
behaviour is expected via two means. First, projects proposing to interconnect via this
mechanism are treated on a first-come, first-serve basis, and any proposal considered
must have a fully developed project and provide certainty that the project is viable over
the lifetime of the agreement. Second, the tariff or price structure that is eventually
offered may prove to be too low for any IPP to make a profit, and the utility will have to
re-structure their offer. Energy pricing and interconnection location (considering
available renewable resource and stakeholder feedback) are therefore extremely
important to the success of this approach.
The advantage of this method over the RFP method detailed in this work is that the
transmission provider may have more direct control over precisely how much renewable
generation is connected at each selected location, via control over the FIT offer price.
Once planners have determined how much power they would like at each location, the
key challenge is to set an offer price, such that the goals of IPP participation and lowest
overall energy prices are simultaneously obtained. An iterative offer structure that starts
at a low offer price and increases until sufficient generation is available may be one way
to optimize this approach.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Conclusions

7.1.1

The Challenge of Urgency

A significant challenge in undertaking this work relates to the genuine urgency of the
problem. Utilities across North America are beset by pressures on their generator
interconnection processes. The resulting transmission planning shortfalls have real and
immediate economic, legal, and political ramifications that require fast and creative
responses. Consequently, when this work began nearly 3 years ago, the regulatory
landscape was in a considerably different state from today. Since 2007, major
interconnection queue reform efforts have been implemented in many parts of North
America, particularly in those areas with the most pressing problems, such as California
and many Midwestern control regions (including the Tri-State G&T region upon which
the case study is based). Staying abreast of these rapidly changing and adapting policy
landscapes is challenging, especially when trying to maintain a course of academic
research which speaks to these issues in a helpful manner.
The overall objective of this research is to present all the steps of the proposed
methodologies in a clear way, such that any portion that is useful may be extracted, and
the overall method may be adapted according to local constraints, whether regulatory or
otherwise. The end goal is to re-introduce sound planning practices into deregulated
environments.
7.1.2

Presentation of Historical Background and State of the Art

This research presents a substantial body of background information, particularly in the
field of power systems expansion planning. It also provides historical context leading to
the current state of difficulty faced by transmission planners when incorporating large
amounts of renewable energy into the electrical network.
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7.1.3

Presentation of New RFP Methodology

This research presents a set of steps and procedures that may be followed to implement
an RFP, such that the following goals are met:
a. Obstacles to conventional RFP processes are overcome, including poor quality
proposals, lack of coordination with long term transmission planning, and
unnecessarily high costs to the energy purchaser
b. RFP process is informed by and based upon good expansion planning principles
c. RFP process provides a means to control energy costs if they exceed the initial
expectations of the energy purchaser
7.1.4

Demonstrate RFP Methodology Using Case Study

An example implementation of the proposed methodology was conducted based upon a
real transmission system. A transmission expansion plan and RFP was designed for a
transmission system in New Mexico, successfully determining the costs of three varying
levels of wind energy over a 20 year period. Loss evaluation and economy of scale due
to bulk transmission expansion were evaluated, allowing the RFP issuer to ultimately
select the amount of wind energy that meets their generation requirements at an
acceptable cost.

7.2

Future Work

The following continuing work would be beneficial in furthering the understanding of
how to manage the large influx of renewable generation.
o Demonstrate the extension of this work to a FIT structure as discussed in Chapter
6.6.4 using a case study, and compare this extension to the work contained here.
o Review recent industry efforts and adjust the concepts proposed here accordingly.
o The transmission cost allocation methods described in Chapter 2.5.1 (and in particular
Bialek or Kirschen’s tracing algorithms) should be applied to a case study such as this
to determine the correct costs allocated to the proponents at each interconnection
location (not only based on proportional project size). This involves adapting either
of these two algorithms to a very large set of network data, and could be helpful in
determining whether the selected locations are optimal, and how much wind should
connect to each, given a proposed expansion.
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